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MAINE'S HUNDRED HARBORS

THE GULFOFMAINE
WHY THE MAINE COAST IS COOL

.T HEbothGulfold-time
of Maine appears on
and modern
maps: its absence from t he school
text-books is r esponsible for the obscurity of its truE' geographical name.
That an g le of t h e sea enclosed between Cape Cod and
Cape Sab le is not so broad as the Gulf of Mexico nor so
deep as t h e Gulf of St. Lawrence, but it contains more
of summer life and interest than a score of eit her combined.
The"r em arkable coast of " Hundred-harbored Maine "
forms t he nort hern boundary of this gulf, to the south
of wh ich is the historically interesting old North Shore of
Massac husetts Bay; and beyond the bays and headlands
of t h e Maine coast is the South Shore of the Maritime
Provinces .
This is called t he Gulf of Maine , and includes the Bay
of Fundy. This whole water is not heated by the Gulf
Stream , for after leaving the Massachusetts coast it goes
o ut to sea away past Newfoundland, and on to the
European coasts. Instead of that warm current , a cold
a r ctic one sweeps close round the point of Cape Sable,
a nd eddying in t he Gulf of Maine it m a k es its way southward inside the Gulf Stream and lowers the temperattu-e
of the whole region. These arctic clUTents, often laden
with icebergs, have for centuries beaten against the
coast, t ill the whole shore is ragged out like a fringe.
Ridges of bare r ock jut Ollt into t he sea, ending in reefs
and rocky islands, nlakillg the Ma ine coast unlike any
other on t he continent._ The sea front , as the crow flies ,
is abo u t t wo hundred and fifty miles , but to follow the
water linE' it is over t hree t housa nd.
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}v1aine's Hundred Harbors
TH E S T AT E

OF MA I N E

oneh a lf of fair
New England's
area is occupied
b y the State of
Maine , w i th its
twenty million
a c r es ,- a v ast,
irr e g ul ar t erritor y, bordering
the N orthAtlantic O ce an upon
on e side and eXt ending n orthAnd not less fair th e wil1clil)g ways
wa r d in the
O f Ca E'co alHl P eJl01lscot. Bays .
Th e y see].; for happi er 811m"cs in vain
shape of awedge
, Vbo l e av e tb e SUDlJl l e r i sle s of ~':Iain e.
-John G . Whit Nel' ,
whi
ch cuts deep
T o -ni ght ncrO ES th e Fen ses st eal s
Th e p erflUne of t h e pin e ,
into Canada,
o s w eet e r, f a r, to homesi ck h ea.rts ,
Tha,l1 dl'aug hts o f frag rant wine!
Again uplif t th e sea-gir t isl es
~ r eaching n early
\ Yher e sylvan b e autie sl'eig n .
.And dl'eanl s of thee com e hack to me
..
"
to the St. L awo moth erland of 1\fainc !
'
-Robert Re.'l:dale .
rence Ri ver. In
area it is about
equal to Scotl and, Ir e l a nd,
Sou t h Carolina
or Indian a.
Thi s is t h e home of the 7I 5 , 000 cit izens of
the state, a number which is swelled during
the summer season, Ma y to October, to full y
I , 000 , 000 b y the exodus from less favored regions
of that tide of summer travel which sets northward wh en t h e t h ermometers of Broadway and
of Beacon Hill begin to toy with t h e eighties.
Why? Listen!

N

EARLY
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MAINE'S RUGG ED mouth of the Piscataqua
River, which separ ates it
SEACOAST
from N ew Hampshire, to
Quoddy Head , its most ' eastern point, n ear the
international boundary, this coast-line stretches
away, broken by a most wonderful n etwork of
bays and inlets, until what in a straight line r ep r esents a distance of two hundred and seventy eight miles is swelled to n early three thousand
miles by these irregularities, thus giving Maine
the distinction of possessing more miles of seacoast than any state in the Union, California and
Florida not excepted.
This rugged shore is nowh ere duplicated.
Differing entiI'ely from the greater part of the
Atlantic seaboard , with its low, sandy or marshy
beaches, it stands rough-hewn by the hand of
Nature from the ro cky ribs of Maine. Like a vast
fringe the projecting capes and promontories extend fa r into the sea, while between them the
deep-blue neighboring ocean thrusts its waters,
lapping wit h ceaseless motion its way farther
and still farther inland, until the powerful tides
h ave woven passages for the sea through and
about t h e outer fringe of headlands, and pressing
onward h ave left their fragments behind in the
form of countless isla n ds, which dot t h e coast in
every direction :
" B ays r esplendent as the heav ens ,
Starred and g emmed by thousand isles."

Farther back rises an

MA INE'S FORESTS, unbroken for est, vast and
LAKES AN D
d ee p , in w hi ch states
might be concealed; larger
STREAMS
by seven times than the
famous" Black Forest" of Germany and covering nearly one-half (9 , 000 , 000 acres) of the area
5

From these sources flow Maine's rivers and
streams, 5,151 of which have place upon the
state map. Three of its rivers are famous,the P enobscot , the Kennebec and the Androscoggin,- mighty streams that h ave their neverfailing sources high up on the elevated plateau of
northern Maine, in such inland fresh-water seas
as Moosehead L ake and the Rangeley chain.

A Typical Maine Stream

of the state. Hidden within these shaded wilds
are over 1,500 lakes, covering one-fifth the state
with pure, pellu cid wa ters, abounding in game
fish of various kinds, and surrounded upon all
sides by noble scenery of forests and mountains.
L ake L em a n or Com o - what ca r e I for t h em ,
When Ma ine h as the Moosehead and P ongokwa h em?
And sweet as t h e dew's in t h e violet's kiss ,
W a llagosqu egam ook and T elosimis;
And w h en I ca n shar e in t h e fisherman 's bunk
On the Mooselucmag untic or Mollechunka munk,
'aulun k , 'amunk,
Or Mollechunka munk ,
On t h e Mooselucm aguntic or Mollechunka munk.

The lake systems of Maine are remarkable
for their extent, character and pict uresqu eness.
Connected as they a re with the river systems,
they form a chain of reservoirs affording storage
for the vast quantities of water needed by the
rivers and streams. There are but three or
four places on the globe, not more extensive,
u pon which an equal number of lakes and ponds
are to be found; t he total of those represented on
the best m aps is not less than 1,600. At the
lowest estimate they represent a combined water
surface of 2,3 00 square miles. Maine has one
lake to every twenty square m iles of t erritory .
6

For lig ht serenading the" Blue Moselle,"
" B onnie Doon" and "Sweet Avon" may do very well;
But the riv ers of Maine, in their wild solit udes,
Bring a thunderous sound from the depth of t h e woods ;
The Aroostook and Ch emmenticook,
The Chimpasaok and Chinquassabamtook,
'bamtook, 'bamtook,
Chinquassabamtook,
The Chimpasaok and Chinquassabamtook.

This large water surface , together with the
vast ocean front which the state presents, r enders
the climate devoid, even in the summer months,
of the dry, burning heat so often experienced in
other sections of the country and in the densely
populated cities .
Main e is not a moun THE MOUNTAINS tainous state. Its surface
is broken by hills and in
OF MAINE
som e parts is quite uneven ,
yet from the ridge or watershed which form s the
west ern boundary between the state and Canada
it slopes gently to the seacoast. It presents,
notwithstandin g, sin gular features, almost phenomen al. They are the peaks of Camden and of
Mount Desert, rising literally from the sea, and
Mount Kineo, towering p erpendicularly above
the surrounding waters of Moosehead L ake.
The loftiest mountain is Katahdin, 5,248 feet
high, an isolated peak situated in the n orth ern
wilds b etween two branches of the P enobscot
River amid unbroken forests.
7

In addition to its varied
physical features, M ai n e
possesses an enviable reputation for health. The
state is made up of tasteful cities and beautiful
towns and villages where the home life controls.
There is no squalor and no slums. Its great
diversity of topographical features, far northern
situation, sea-bathed and forest-cleansed air,
abundant and pure water, and absence of p eriodical rains, are some of the attri utes to health
possessed by Maine. It offers choice of residence or sojourn b y the seashore, in the interior
among the hills and farms and pleasant v illages,
or in the forest and lake region. The altitude
of the interior of the state gives a climate noted
for its comparative dryness of atmosphere and
its abounding sunshine, conditions exceedingly
favorable to the rapid improvement of puny
children and most favorable to lung diseases.
The climate of Maine's extensive coniferous
forest region is unexcelled for tonic princip les.
Maine possesses pure air,- no smoke and dustladen air of cities; pure water, innumerable
lakes and streams, springs and wells sufficiently
removed from buildings; entire freedom from
malaria, no case of which scourge ever originated in the state; sanitary organization and
health laws the best; milk free from infection.
No other state has taken such pains to protect
its herds. Her cattle commissions and state veterinaries are endowed with large powers to suppress infected cattle. The organization and advancement of the state's sanitary resources are
notable. It is compulsory upon every city, town
and plantation to maintain an independent
board of health. It is the policy of Maine,
through its state and local boards of h ealth, to
guard well the health and lives of both its permanent and transient residents.

MAINE FOR
HEALTH

Maine's sports dispel ennui - "that tired
feeling." Her summer nights are cool, inducing
health-giving sleep; her menu, the products of
the soil and the sea, served fresh from their native
bed, uncontaminated.
Maine's rapid growth as a
summer resort (p erhaps
MAINE AS A
SUMMER RESORT summer home is the better
term) affords one of the
most satisfactory illustrations of the growth of
t h e vacation idea. At any time within the last
quarter-century there have been those who have
known and loved the state for its varied n atural
charms. Now the few thousands of that period
have grown into tens of thousands, until to-day
what Florida and California are to the winter
tourist throng Maine is to the migrating thousands who escape each summer from the h eat
and dust of cities into her generou s spaces, which
allow practically unlimited freedom .
With this brief exploit of the summer state
in general, let us turn our particular attention
to that rugged coast-line and its possibilities of
health and pleasure.
" The sea - the sea, the open sea,
The blue, the bright , the ever free; "

8
" Th e booming surf "

Union Station . Portland. Me.

The very introduction to

PORTLAND, THE the Maine coast , after crossTHRESHOLD OF
ing the boundary river, disMAINE FOR
closes the initial resorts of
TOURIST TRAVEL York Harbor , B eac h and
Cliff, from which point it is
one continuation of sea-bathed and sea-bathing
resorts all along the line. These include, in their
order eastward, Ogunquit, Wells Beach, Kennebunk Beach, Kenn ebunkport , Biddeford Pool,
Old Orchard, Scarboro, Pine Point and Cape
Elizabeth beaches, to Portland , the state's metropolis, which from its peninsular prominence
overlooks island-studded Casco Bay. Turn in
any direction from the city, and its delightful
surroundings of sea and shore are met. Indeed,
about Portland the sea is omnipresent. It presents its bold waves on the harbor front and
backs up over drenched marshes at unlookedfor points. All types of scenery are found in its
environs; forest and stream , meadow and marshland, and verdure-covered hills , vary the grand
sea views. As an outcome of this diversity of
landscape, Flora, the goddess of flowers, has bestowed her gifts with utmost prodigality. Wild
flowers and birds are predominant.
10

Nowhere upon our continent, the hustling
cities of the West not excepted, hav~ greater
strides in growth and adornment been made
than are here apparent on every hand. Forming as it does the great commercial center of the
state, its manufactures, themselves far-reaching
in many instances, are eclipsed by the trade
interests of the city; consequently there is no
predominant foreign element to be found. Its
hotels are metropolitan in point of excellence,
and: together with the summer hotels in the
immediate_vicinity, afford unlimited accommodations.
The urban hotels are the Lafayette, Congress
Square, New Falmouth, the West End, Columbia
and numerous others, while to enumerate those
upon the shores and islands of Casco Bay as far
east a ~he Harpswell peninsulas, and along the
Cape E!izabeth and Scarboro beaches to Old
Orchard, would require much space. The subject
of summer board in hotels, boarding-houses and
vill as has been covered in another of the Maine
Central publications brought strictly up to date
for the season of I909, and which will be sent on
application to the Passenger Traffic D epartment,
Portland, Me.
This mighty breast of
CASCO BAY, ITS water, sheltered by the verdant shores of the many
SHORES AND
islands which shut out the
ISLANDS
boisterous sea, forms the
summer rendezvous for thousands. Without
doubt it is the most populous of all summer resorts along the Maine coast, as it is also the most
extensive. By a popular fable it is credited with
365 islands, large and small , which year by year
have put on more of summer garb, attracted
more of summer vis itors, and have become
brighter gems in the public eye.
II

Bailey ' s Island

P eaks Island is truly the " Coney I sland" of
the East, with its bathing, its theaters a nd iis
very numerous cottage colonies. The Diamonds, narrowly separated from P eaks, a r e
more sedate in their pleasures, but a re the bright
gems of t h e bay: tb eir names are n o misnomer.
Cushing's I sla n d , the seaward bulwark of the
bay, between whi ch and t h e mainland extends
the narrow ship channel which leads to the open
blue, is one of the most picturesque from a
marine poin t of view, as it presents a n especially
bold front to t h e sea, notably the bluff at White
H ead, a spot much sou ght by marine artists.
Long, Chebeague, Cliff, Bailey's a nd Orr's I sla nds
are farther down t h e bay , reached twice daily
b y steamers from the city. H ere also, at the
farther extremities of the bay, are t h e narrow
H arpswell peninsulas, while to the north are
the shores of F almouth and Cumberland , and to
the south those of South P ortland and Cape
Elizabeth , bearing hotels of excellence and large
cottage colonies. In fact , amon g the islands
or upon the shores of Casco Bay, one may find
ever y degree of life and enjoyment , from the
Sabbath quiet reigning at on e point to t h e boisterous gaiety of the other, where fun is the order
01 the day. The aristocratic cottage-lined isle
or shore is only separated by a short strip of
12

ocean b lue from another which, with its summer
gardens and its t heaters , is awarded great distinction as a playground by the sea.
The entrance to Portland
PORTLAND'S HAR= H arbor , called by many
BOR DEFENSES
the" n atural seaport," is
through a narrow channel
scarcely a mile in width, extending between
the rocky shores of Cape Elizabeth at Portland
H ead and t h e Cushing's I sland shore. Upon
each shore of this ship channel stands a tall
light, fl ashin g signals seaward, while fortifications upon which the United States Government
h as expended millions of dollars, and which are
garrisoned b y la rge bodies of men of the United
States Coast Artillery , gu a rd the en t rance. In
fact , this beautiful n orth ern seaport is forti fied
most generously , there being four modern forts ,
namely , Williams , Preble, L evett and McKinley,
upon t he adjacent shores a nd islands, m ounting
guns of h eaviest calib er, with mortar batteries
and all modern applian ces of war, a nd two others
of obsolete type, Georges and Scammal , which
lend pi cturesqu eness to the h arbor.
On e pec uli arity of t h e
islands in P ortland Harbor
POPULOUS
CASCO BAY, ITS is t his, that the citizens of
P ortland a re entirely conHOTELS AND
tent to summer there.
COTTAGES
They seek no far-away vacation resort, but at the commen cement of the
summer season hundreds of them close their
houses in t own and move to the shores and
isla nds of Casco B ay . Thus, it will be found that
Falmou th Foreside, t h e Cape Shore, and the
islands are covered with villas and cottages
r eaching from the water-line to the summits of
the mainland shores a nd of the isla nds, in groups
a nd colonies.
13

Interspersed are hotels occupying every coign
of vantage, and presenting every degree of excellence. It is a fact that more can be had for a
like expenditure upon the islands in Casco Bay
than at any other vacation resort that can be

Fis hing from the
Boulders Alongshure, Peaks
I sla nd, Casco Bay

-

-

~

W/J gre Sunshine and

Sea Combine for
He alth and
Happiness

m ention ed. Besides the'-regular v.i sitors from
the city of Portland, there are t housands from
other cities, towns and states, who sojourn here
during the season in hotels and in cottages which
are for hire. Frequent service of the steamboats
b etween the city of Portland and the islands and
shores r enders it parti cularly desirable for those
who wish to do business in the city, and repair to
th eir island homes for the recreation a fforded by
14

them and their surroundings during those hours
of the day that are not devoted to business.
This frequent service also allows visitors to
the islands to make shopping trips to the city,
where the stores are filled with a complete and
varied stock, and fine displays are made. Altogether, Casco Bay is ideal as a summer resort,
and none who select that charm ed locality for
their vacation r etreat need r eturn disappointed.
Bathing, boating and lounging - just loafing
-are the recreations. There are lookouts alongshore h ere that simply invite the soul of one;
where one may bask beneath a cloud-filled sky
wi th not a j an-ing note to annoy, just the voices
of n ature, dominated by the big, grand. heroic
voice of the sea.
There is society h ere, too - p lenty of it.
Th ere is plen ty of elbow-room as well .
Between the Union Station
TRANSPORTATIO N of the Boston & Maine and
IN CASCO BAY
Maine Central R ailroads at
Portland, Me., and the
dock of the Casco Bay & H arpswell Line steam ers
is a trolley transfer of about one' mile. The electric system of the Portland R ailroad Company
and its equipment of car s is second to none in the
country, and trolley cars leave from the portecochere of the Portland Union Station every few
moments, transferring passengers directly to the
steamboat wharf on the water-front.
This year also in Casco Bay witn esses an advance in transportation facilities. A merger has
been completed between t he Casco Bay Steamboat Company and the Harpswell Steamboat
Company, so that now the two are operated as
one under the n ame of the Casco Bay & Harpswell Lines. The company operates eight firstclass steamers over fifty miles of waterways, all
within the charmed sheltered circle of Casco B ay
IS

and amid scen es which are unequaled alongshore. These steamers make thirty -one daily
trips b etween the wharves at Portland and the
numerou s la ndings on the islands and shores as
far as H arpswell. Dill-ing the season of 1908 ,
they carried a total of 750,000 passengers in
round numbers. This year greater comforts are
being offered the public th a n ever before. New
terminals have been built a nd equipped at Portla nd , the w h arves increased , a nd the faciliti es for
h a ndling large crowds much improved. A ferry
st eamer is also opera t ed b etween P ortland and
P eaks I sland. Altogether Casco B ay, its shores
and islands , dming the season of 1909, promise
to stand high er in the public favor tha n ever
b efore.
Leav ing Portla nd b y trains

EAST BY RAIL
of the Maine Central RailFROM PORTLAN D road, a r ail ride of one hour
b r i n g s th e t r a ve l e r to
Brunswick, amon g the whisp ering pin es which
gave the title to Elijah Kellogg's famo us stories ,
h aving for t h eir theme student life a t Bowdoin
College, a n ancient in stitution of learning situated in this charming univer sity town . To Brunswi ck , three-fomths of a century ago, the poet
Longfell ow brought his yo ung bride. H ere still
r emains the old fireplace referred to in his lines:
"Sh adows from t h e fitfu l fir elig ht
D a n ce upon the parlor wall."

that the road is bounded upon either side by its
waves. It is a singular fact that in this region
are laid the scenes of some of the b est literature
of America. Mrs . Stowe's" The P earl of Orr 's
Island" may be read with renewed interest on
the island whose name it bears, and the" Elm
Island" of E lij a h Kellogg's stories lies basking
in the ocean off Harpswell; while Whittier's
weird poem, " The D ead Ship of Harpswell," adds
another to the long list of literar y gems whi ch
have made this region famous.
" From gray sea fog, hom icy drift,
From p eril a nd from pain,
The homebOlmd fisher g r eets thy lights,
o hundred-harbored Ma ine!"

Brunswick forms a fitting introduction to the
Maine Central Railroad' s branch line, which at
this point leaves the main line to extend for a
distance of fift y -seven miles to Rockland on Penobscot Bay . From Rockla nd a uxiliary steamers
of the Maine Central's own fleet run out into
P enobscot Bay to Islesboro , Castine, and to t h e
other numerous and summer-populated resorts
upon shore and island.
No part of the summer
terr i tory r eached by the
numerous rail lines of the
Maine Central Railroad has
increased so rapidly in popular favor as this

BATH, ME., AND
TH E KE NN EBEC

H ere too was written that first of all books of fiction , " Uncle Tom 's Ca bin ," familia r to all, the
husband of t he authoress, Mrs. Stowe, b eing a
professor of Bowdoin College .
Off to the southward lies the town of H a rpswell , with its b eautiful peninsulas ext ending far
out into the ocean, so narrow in som e instances
r6
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alongshore route from the Kennebec to P enobscot Bay . This is eviden ced b y the erection of
hotels , villas and cottages, and b y the. increased
numb er 6f tourist s each season to seek the shore
along thi s reach.
It is but nine miles from Brunswick to Bath,
a town with a world-wide r eputa tion for shipbuilding gained in ever y sea whi ch floats a flag,
and where st eel cruiser s , battleship s and torpedo
boats have b een built for the United States Navy .
At Bath also ,in the day of wooden bottoms , hav e
been built some of the la rgest and most notable
clipper ship s, which have carried the American
flag to the most remote qua rters of the globe.
From Bath a fleet of pleasure steamboats ply the
K enneb ec to the summer resorts at its mouth,Boothbay Harbor , Squirrel I sland and kindred
other s. This fleet of st eamboat s is op erated b y
the Eastern Steamship Company , a sufficient
guarantee of their excellen ce. A trip over tIn s
route will long b e r em embered for it s picturesque beauty of scen er y .

In seeking Boothbay Harbor, the steamboat from
Bath does not sail down
the Kennebec but passes
around the extreme end
of Sasanoa Bluffs, on which
appear several attractive cottages, and diverges
strongly to the left into the sinuous Sasanoa River.
This sail" down river" from Bath has called
forth rapturous praise from world-wide traveler s ,
on account of the beauty of the scenery and surprises of navigation. A mile and a half pelow
the entrance into the Sasanoa is Upper Hellgate,
where the steamer forges h er way with apparent
difficulty through a long series of whirlpools and
boiling waters. Below this, there is a lower gate
still more tortuous.
The steamer soon crosses Hockamock Bay,
bordered by a very high cliff around which is
woven the glamour of Indian romance.
Across the bay to the east is Phipps Point,
where Sir William Phipps was born and tended
sheep on the rocky hills.
.
Long afterwards he found the wreck of an ancient sunken Spanish galleon near the Bahamas,
and recovered from it bars of gold and jewels to
the value of a million and a half dollars . England's king made him a knight and the governor
of Massachusetts.
On the farther side of the bay is Westport
Upper Landing, and at the southern end the
lower landing of the town. The steamer now
crosses a picturesque strait and takes t~e waters
of the Sheep scot River and soon touches at Riggsville (the landing-place for Georgetown), then on
to Isle of Springs, Sawyer's Island, McMahan's
Island, Five Islands, Southport, Capitol , Mouse
and Squirrel Islands, before the steamer touches
at the wharf in Boothbay Harbor.

BOOTHBAY
HARBOR,
ITS SHORES AND
ISLANDS

Ig'

All of these places have summer colonies ,
with attractive cottages increasing in number
every year; and at F ive Isla nds and I sle of
Springs there are good hotels attractively placed
on sightly spots, with fine views from the verandas up and down the river.
The Seal and Porpoise Club-house, on Mc'Mahan's I sland , exists for the con venience of the
cottagers, a ll of whom are honorary members,
with right to invite friends .
There is fine opportunity for yachting , boating and deep-sea fishing, while the Little Sheep scot , which borders the western shore (more suggestive of an inland la k e tha n an arm of the sea),
makes a beautiful rendezvous for rowing a nd canoeing parties.
Southport , though an islSO UTHPORT
and, is n early eight miles
long , so that it seems a p a rt
of the mainland. It is bounded on the west b y
the waters of Boothbay Harbor , on the east b y
Sheepscot Bay, while the restless Atlanti c breaks
upon its southern shore and the picturesque Sasanoa Ri ver flows past the northern verge.
Evidence is seen ·on every side of the onceprosperous and extensive fis.hing interests which
in years past dominated the charact ers of the
p eop le and of the place. The old wharves, gray
wi th age, are going to decay, but in their st ead h as
sprung up a n ew life,- the life of summer pleasures. The cedar skiff and the jaunty la unch , with
natty crews to m a n them, have succeeded the
fi shing hulks, and dot the waters of the bay with
the cheerfulness of summer gaiety, making the
old town b lossom like the rose.
On all sides are b eautiful views which make the
coast of Maine so alluring to summer travelers ,
and many a gaily d ecorated cottage now nestles
among the evergreens which shade this charming place.
20

Squirrel I sland is the chief

SQUlR.REL ISLA D magnet which draws to t llis
well-fav ored loca l ity the
great throng of summer guests that people its
shores.

II

The pleas ures at Southport are manifold"

,

It is about the oldest summer resort on this
section of the coast, and was originally the camping-place of families from the upper Kennebec
River towns. Gradually the cottages began to
spring up and an association was formed by the
property owners, which now controls the affairs
of the island.
For several years this association did not
allow a hotel to be built, but with the increase in
the number of v isitors, which was n early doubled
each r eturning season, the demand for a hotel
was acknowledged, and the Squirrel Inn now
commands one of the finest view sites on the island, and is filled with guests during the everlengthening season.
Squirrel is the summer home of Senator Frye
the late Congressman Dingley, many of the m;m~
bers of our college faculties, and a large representation of some of the brightest lights in the
professional and business world.
Among the cottages are several of imposing
appearance, and the place has an air of elegance
and refinement without the embarrassments of
burdensome wealth and fashion ,--an ideal summer-cottage colony with an ideal setting of the
deep-emerald sea flecked with a thousand sai.l.
It is uncertain how long this island has held
its name or how it received it. It was known as
Squirrel when Williamson 's History was publi sh edin 1832 ,and is there said to contain abo ut
90 acres (the Greenlief deed says" 97 acres more
or less"); but it now passes current as containing
about 130 acres. A well-kept market furnishes
all that is required in provision line each season,
with ice-cream and confectionery rooms, public
reading-room, post-office at whi ch the mails are
received twice a day, telegraph office with submarine connection with Boothbay H arbor, casino
and bowling-alley, bakery, convenient waiting22

rooms at wh arf, tennis courts, baseball grounds,
and many other attachments for amusement and
entertainment , together with the commodious
chapel for Sunday services, from whi ch it will be
seen that Squirrel is a very independent little
world of itself.
Mouse Island, just across
MOUSE ISLA ND
the h arbor from Squirrel,
has a nice hotel and always
holds an attraction to its many gu ests, who return each succeeding season.
Situated on a high part of the island, its only
hotel, the Samoset House, commands a magnificent view of the adjacent islands, and a wide
expanse of ocean. The mainland and some of the
more prominent of the Maine hills are faintly
discernible on a clear day, while the innumerable
craft of every description are constantly passing
almost within hailing distance.
At Mouse I sland a transfer steamer is taken
for Linekin's Bay, which is a magnificent sheet
of deep navigable water, just east of Bqothbay
Harbor and separated from it by Spruce Point.
Its sylvan sh ores at Ocean Point, Linekin, Mount
Pleasant, Murray Hill and Bayville a re being
rapidly utilized for summer-cottage building.
" On the breast of the dimpling bay
The white-winged yachts careen,
To the st rong sea a irs they lean,
On t h e rippling tide they sway;
With an upwa rd plunge a nd a downward lunge,
And a t ack to the south away,
In calm or gale it is good to sail
On the breast of the dimpling bay. "

Boothbay Harbor is provided with excellent
hotels, good stores, bowling-alleys , billiard and
pool rooms, well-eql1ipped livery stables, is supplied with delicious spring water b y means of a
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first-class water system from Adams Pond, and
is an imp ortant steam boat junction point, as
steamers are ta ken here for Christmas Cove,
H eron I sland and P emaquid, an d for Monhegan.
It is at the head of a spacious, well-protected and
deep-water harbor, and is a summer resort of
growing popularity .
H eron I sland and Christmas Cove are also
reached from Newcastle, a station of the Maine
Central Railroad a few miles beyond Bath , R ocklandward, by steamers of th e D amariscotta
Steamboat Company, of whi ch more anon. The
latter route also reaches South Bristol and East
Boothbay.
Yachtsmen cruisin g along
the coast know full well
BOOTHBAY
the shelter which BoothHARBOR
bay H arbor affords, so that
the w hite-winged visitors are always seen, and
hundred s of fleet fishing-craft frequent its waters.
The v illage, which borders the harbor , makes
an interesting place to while away a few hours,
and the drives in all directions are wort h traveling far to enjoy. It is also well provided with
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places of entertainment, includin g a gem of an
opera house , where many clever productions are
placed on the stage during t h e summer weeks,
and T own send H all , built in pavilion style, where
a sm ooth floor makes an admirable place for
dancing, roller- skating, polo and other entertainments.
The beauties of Christmas
CHRISTMAS COVE Cove a re not r evealed till
the boat enters its tranquil
waters. It possesses precisely that degree of seclusion which quicken s the appreciation of its
distinctive qualities. While it is geographically
the southern en d of Rut herford I sland , it is
virtually part of the mainland, since the narrow
estuary which separates the island is spanned by
a bridge. So Christmas Cove has none of the disadvantages of insularity.
H ere precipitous cliffs face with bold defiance
the Atlantic's b road flood; h ere, deep and dense,
stretch groves of fir gracefully, sometimes almost
weirdly, festooned with delicate moss; h ere a
grassy meadow slopes to the verge of a p eaceful
little bay. This rare vari ety is indeed the secret
of Christmas Cove. Among these condition s is
that comfortable remoten ess which is essential
to the truest season of rest.
But this is no p aradise of stagnation. Activity
is ch ar acteristi c of t he life which one enters h ere.
The little harbor is a favorite resort for yachts ;
the bay is alive with sailing-craft. Fishing and
bathing are the common pastimes. A casino
affords pleasant opportunities for social intercourse. Wet weather is n o hardship when one
can t urn to billiards and a bowling-alley. It is
in these ways that t h e exquisite natural advantages of the place have been wisely and agreeably
supplemented by provisions for m any kinds of
rational and h eathful p leasure.
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The accommodations for gu ests a re such as
exp erien ce has dictated. There are several excellent boarding-houses , a nd a good hotel m eets
the needs of v isi tors . There are also a good many
private cottages. The expen ses of living are
reasonable. It is b ecause they find h ere the
possibility of simple livin g and r efined enjoym ent
that t each ers, clergymen, men of business and
men of leisure, ladies, young and old, people
single and p eople in families, find " The Cove" a
place of real satisfaction and refreshment.
Looming up into small mountains in the
background are gr een ridges; on the west are
D amariscotta a nd Linekin Neck, while in the
east John 's Bay is studded with islands, a nd in
the distance a r e the rugged sh ores of ancien t
P emaquid.
P em aquid's n ame and fame
PEMAQUID
date b ack to the pages of
t h e early history of New
England, as it was visited b y the French and English in the beginning of t h e seventeenth century.
At Pemaquid we enter the domain of Samoset, that chivalric New Englan der whom historians delight to h onor.
Chronologically sp eakin g , h e should first app ear at Plymouth, but his " W elcome, Englishm en," delivered there with tha t consummate
gr ace which p ronounced the gen t leman, even
though in savage garb , was learned by him of the
white m en wh o fished at P emaquid long before
those who landed on Plymouth Rock h ad st a rted
on their voyage of discovery from the Old W orId.
In r622 h e told the Plymouth Colony that
there was plenty of bread in the far east, on e
day's sail b y water. Governor Bradford sent
Winslow with a shallop and h e returned with an
abundance of food for the famishing Pilgrims,
a nd informed the governor that t h ere were more
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than thirty ship s, sailing and fishing, in P emaquid Bay.
The first fort builfi. by the settler s, in r630,
for protection from the warlike nations , was de-

stroyed by the pirate Dixie Bull in 1632. The
second fort was built by Governor Andros of New
York, by order of England , in 1677; destroyed
by Indians in 1689. The third fort, of stone and
mortar, with a wall twenty-two feet high, was
erected under the personal direction of Sir Will-iam Phipps, the first governor of Massachusetts
costing nearly $20,000. Built in 1692, it was de~
stroyed in 1696 by a force of 200 Indians under
Baron de Castine by land, and three French menof-war under D e Iberville of France.
The fourth fort was built by England, whi~h
stood until 1759, when it was destroyed by the
citizens of Pemaquid to prevent the British from
gaining possession of it in the Revolution.
Capt. George Weymouth came to Pemaquid
in 1605, and found vessels from France and Spain
trading in furs, fish and oil, showing that intercourse across the ocean commenced much earlier
than was generally known.
After the destruction of the Spanish Armada,
England and France became rivals , and on the
ground of Pemaquid was waged one of the most
bitter warfares of early American history.
Pemaquid is one of the most intensely interesting historical spots in America, and dating, as
it does, farther back than the Plymouth Colony,
this" Old Fort Rock" should be preserved. A
state commission has been formed to further the
researches made QY Mr. J. H. Cartland, the present manager of records and relics of Pemaquid,
and who has spent some years in gathering and
compiling the records from France, Spain and
England. Excavations hav e been made so that
now the tower foundation, the location of the
magazines, a portion of which have been unearthed, are now exhibited. For further information see J. H . Cartland's" Ten Years at Pemaquid. "

-_ The ruins of Fort William Henry, the
paved streets with cobble sidewalks, the quaint
epitaphs on the odd slate headstones in the old
burying-ground, are only a few of the many interesting relics to be seen here; but the ancient
city of J amestown, that is said to hav e once enjoy ed the distinction of being the largest in New
England, together with its formidable fortifications, now lies silent beneath the waving grasses
of a very ordinary-looking field, and only history
and the relics which have been unearthed remain
to tell the story of this once-famous colony .
The coast here is particularly well adapted to
boatmg, and every day when the wind favors
the bay is dotted with sails differing widely in
appearance, from the modern racing machine to
the trim catboat, with here and there a rakish
yacht or screaming launch, each bearing some
jolly party in complete harmony with the dancing w<;Lves that ripple the surface 'o f this blu e arm
of the sea.
.
Good-by to pain and care,
T take my ease to-day,
Here, where these sunny waters break ,
And ripple this keen breeze
T take all burdens from the' heart
All weary thoughts away.- W'~ittier.

Heron I sland is about forty miles east of Portland , six miles from Boothbay Harbor, and five
miles from Squirrel Island, at the mou th of the
D amariscotta River , and is in truth beautiful in
situation. The odor of spruce, hemlock, balsam
and white clover loads the air, while the neverfailing sea breeze delights the senses.
A writer on Monhegan says
MONHEGAN
of it: "A community which
is never disturbed by the
steam whistle, save when the fog siren upon Manana gets in its work; owns not one solitary horse,
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and no roads to use the equine upon if they had,
whose only land vehicle is the wheelbarrow, but
whose every inhabitant owns a fishing-boat and
can handle h er through a living gale in a manner
to win admiration; where there are no poor, no
house of correction, no bas e ball news. Subscribers to leading magazines and papers , and
with plenty of time for reading , they are remarkably well informed and cultured." These were
in the good old days when the island was isolated
from the outer world, except the occasional trips
of the packet "Effort" (no misnomer in that)
to and from Boothbay Harbor , when the wouldbe tourist visitor was told: "Sometimes she does
it in an hour 'n' a half, sometimes in seventeen.
When the wind dies away to a stark calm, as
mebbee 'twill, it 's a very solemn row out to M'hegan."
ev ertheless the quaint curiosity of the
lovely isle, which rises from the water ten miles
at sea like a sleeping whale, with Manana its offspring, a mere lump of rock, lying beside it, attracts many summer visitors who are now transported (without" Effort " ) b y the steamer (" May
Archer") of the Thomaston & Monhegan Steamboat Line, which leaves Boothbay Harbor dail y
at 1.15 , arriving Monhegan at 3.00 P .M .; returning, leaves Monhegan at 9.30 A.M., arrives Boothbay Harbor at 11.30 A.M.
There is but a single harbor on Monhegan.
About it dwell the inhabitants of the island,
many of whom, strange to say, have arrived at
man's estate and never saw a hone. "The only
equine ever on the island was a pony, and he died
twenty-five years ago," I am informed b y a man
of the isle. There is but one road leading from
the harbor up to the light , a straggling affair,
,but adequate to the requirements of the inhabitants of the island.
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Monhegan light st~mds upon the most commanding ground of the island, though far removed from the dash and roar of the sea. Its
lantern rises one hundred and seventy-five feet
above sea-level , and the light it displays is a revolving one of great power. In the darkest
night it pierces the gloom like a meteor. With
Seguin twenty miles to the westward, and Matinicus Rock an equal distance to the east, it forms
the outer cordon of lights which illuminate the
coast, with White Island, Boon Island, Halfway
Rock, Petit Menan and Mount Desert Rock , and
guard from danger ships approaching the shores
of "hundred-harbored Maine. "
Our frontispiece shows the entrance to Monhegan Island anchorage and the ships of the
Popham Colony of I607,-the flagship, "Gift of
God," on the left, and her fly -boat, or tender, and
the" Mary and John" on the right.
The scene is descriptive of the first sermon
in the English tongue preached in New England,
August 9, 1607, b y Rev. Richard Segrimont,
chaplain to Popham Colony, under an ancient
cross supposed to have been set up by George
Weymouth in 1605 .
These facts appear in the records of Lamb eth
Place of the Popham Voyage as follows, viz.:
" We kept our course west by north . . . and
three other islands we saw laying . . . about eight
leagues distant..
. We bore in for one of them
. . . fC;lUnd very deep water, forty fathoms, good
anchorage under it, and stood into a cove in it and had
twelve fathoms of water.
"There we found a cross set up, and on Sunday, 9th
of August, in the morning, most part of our whole companyof both ships landed on this island. . . . Where
the cross stands there we heard a sermon delivered unto
us by our preacher, giving God thanks. "-Pages £0£-2.
" The scene was in a cove on t he New England shore,
where was a cross under which the colonists gathered and
heard a thanksgiving sermon, the first in New England."
3I

The people of Monhegan are fishermen, and
the sons of fishermen have they b een for m any
generations. For two h undred years no industry
of the island has approached this, and the men of
Monhegan have done nothing b u t catch, clean
and pack fish ever since they were big enough to
handle an oar. As a consequence, Monhegan
fish are highly esteemed on account of the care
taken in curing them . The p eople are like one
large fami ly or clan, with no aristocracy , no
middle class , no poor. "Share even" seems to be
the ruling motto in all bu siness deals.
For many years this island has attracted the
artist and the romancer, and much of its quaintness has been gathered into type in George
Wharton Edwards' "Thumb-nail Sketches" and
"Petit Matinic," and he, with his friend S. P.
Robert Triscott, have for years transferred to
canvas the remarkable in marine here so viv idly
displayed.
Another lonely outpost and
MATI NICUS
beacon of Penobscot Bay,
partaking of many of the
characteristics of Monhegan, is Matinicus , with
seven other islands and ro cks clustered around
it. It has a local town government, the most
remote from shore of any on the whole coast,
being seventeen miles straightaway offshore.
Matinicus is inhabited wholly by fishermen; the
summer boarder has not yet invaded these isles
of the sea.
Upon Matinicus are stone houses whose
builders are unknown, partakers of the mystery
which surrounds the rock-tracings on Manana,
which you will remember is the offspring of Monhegan, said tracings being variously attributed
to the Norsemen, prehistoric man, and glacial
markings, according to the fancy of the visitor
here.
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From" Bath also a steamer

POPHAM BEACH
runs -;'"'d a il y to Popham
AN D SMALL POI NT B each at the mouth of the
Kennebec River, where are
two good hotels and a ~cottage colony. Popham,
with its old fort in ·ruins and)ts)!ard wide beach ,
is full of interest.

FORT POPHAM
IN HISTORY
Here at the
mouth of th e
Kennebec l ie s
the scene of the
third attempt
by the English to obtain
a foothold
on
ew
England
soil.

Cliffs at Small Point
II A bOld, rocky penin sula"

This was the colony of Chief Justice Popham,
which arrived off Monhegan in August, 1607.
Their undertaking was intended t o be permanent. There were two well-provided ships,
and one hundred a nd twenty colonists. The
leader of the enterprise , George P opham, was
accompanied b y Captain R aleigh Gilb ert,
n ephew and n amesake of Sir Walter Raleigh .
After enduring a winter of unexampled severity , during which Popham died a nd was su cceeded b y Gilbert, wh ose affairs recalled him to
England, the whole colon y , thus left without a
leader , d eserted their settlement and fort in the
spring of 1608.
The colony of Popham b egan b etter than it
ended. A fort was laid ou t, and a trench dug
about it, and twelve pieces of ordnance were
mounted. Wit hin its protection fift y houses,
besides a church and storehouse, were built.
During the p eriod when hope was high , the carpenters of the colony fram ed a" prytty p ynnace"
of thirty t ons, which they christen ed the " Virginia." There is no earlier record of ship -building
in Maine or in all New England. R emember t his
was in the year 1608 , twelve years before the
landing of the Pilgrims. Three hundred y ears
la t er, in the year 1908, the city of Bath proudly
commemorated the tercentenary .of this earliest
ship-building on the K enneb ec. This was especially fitting for the city of Bath , w hich h as
been the center of ship-building industry since
the earliest d ays of American commerce ; a nd
for the K ennebec, which h as sent fleets of wooden
vessels to every quarter of the globe-among
them t h e most famous clipper ships ever b u ilt,
manned b y Maine officers a nd seamen. In fact,
it was the proud boast of the State of Maine,
during the height of the sailing vessels , supremacy
on the seas, that sh e furnished comma nders and
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officers for full y one-third of the entire American Merchant Marine .
Popha m Beach extends fro m the mouth of
the Kenneb ec for a good league alongshore, at
low tide a broad and firm expanse of sand, at
high tide overswept by line after line of roaring
breakers. The old gr anite, incomplet e fort which
faces the river's mouth shows the children of
to-day the st y l e o f fortification which their
fath ers builded for their defense during the Civil
War. It would not stand much pounding from
the guns of the war vessels of to-day, but serves
as a landmark , and adds a bit of the picturesque.
Vessels of all kinds continually p ass a nd repass , laden with lumber for South America, or
with ice to cool th e p a r ched throats of the feverstricken, lying in his bungalow in India or among
the burning sands of Africa.
Th ere are two excellent hotels at Popha m ,
the one facing the river and the other t h e sea,
both cooled b y the ocean breezes, a nd offering
to their guests splendid facilities for bathing on
t h e fine h ard b eaches which line the shores . Besides the hotels there is a cottage colony where
cottages may be rented , and a life-saving station,
for the vi cinity of Seguin is a dangerous on e
durin g storm a nd stress of sea.
The most popula r m eth od of r eaching Small
P oint is b y the Main e Central Railroad to Bath,
a nd thence to the point by carriage, or b y the
steamer which makes two daily round trips between Bath a nd Popha m Beach, from wh en ce it
is only a fo u r miles' drive to Small P oint over
either a good road , or b y the magnificent Sea
Wall Beach.
It is a bold , rocky peninsula, partly clothed
with forest s and bordered b y a brupt cliffs, whi ch
looks down upon a magnificent b each , broad and
smooth as Old Orch a rd' s, which ext ends alm ost

unbroken to the Kennebec, and affords the
best facilities for driving and bathing.
These breezy r esorts at the mouth of
the Kennebec are
reached from the city
of Bath, wit h 0 u t
crossing the river the steamers of the
Eastern Steamship
Company and the
Popham Beach
Steamboat Company
leaving from the i r
docks upon the city's
water-front close by
the railroad station.
Let us now see what
lies beyond, on the
rou te to Penobscot
Bay.
- - - - - Two of
AC ROSS
the three
THE
g r ea t
KENNEBEC r i v e r s
- - - - - of Maine ,
the Kennebec and
the Androscoggin ,
unite just above the
ci t y 0 f Bat ha t a
point called Merrymeeting Bay, and flow
together past the city
of Bath to the sea .
At Bath occurs what
i s known as the
"Long R each," where

the CWTent is deep and strong, and no bridge
exists. Here crosses a ferry. the steamer" F erdinando Gorges ," of the Maine Central Railroad
Company's fleet, carrying the e ntire train,
barring the locomotive, from one side of the
reach to the other. So gr eat has been the increase in travel between Boston (treating Boston
as the initial point for tourist travel from the
territory south thereof) via Portland to the
P enobscot Bay r esorts, that it has been found
necessary to constru ct new slips of far gr eater
capacity than those formerly in use on each
side of the river to safely and expeditiou sly prov ide for the increased travel; and within the
past half-dozen year s to establish independent
train servi ce between Boston and Rockland.
Where in former year s trains ran from Boston v ia
Portland to Brunswick, and there connected
with branch-line trains to Rockland, now the
day trains are run solid in both directions between Boston and Rockland via Portland.
Eastbound the BostonRockland day train leaves
BOSTON=ROCK=
the Boston Union Station
LAN D THRO UGH
at 9.00 A.M. over the EastTRAIN SERVICE
ern Division, and at 9.15
A.M. over the Western Division, and leaves Portland at 12.35 noon , running express to Bath
with a stop of five minutes only at Brunswick ,
crosses the river at 1.40 P. M., and arri yes at Rockiand at 3.55 P . M., whence connecting steamboats
of the Maine Central fleet start immediately for
Islesboro (D ark Harbor), Castine, North Haven ,
Stonington, Brooklin, Sedgwick, D eer I sle and
Sargentville. A corresponding train in the opposite direction, after the arrival of the steamboats from the above-named landings, leaves
Rockland at 10.00 A.M., reaches Portland at
1.20 P.M. and Boston at 4.15 P.M., performing
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the fastest service between Portland and Boston
of any of the numerous express trains run between those points. Neith er of these trains runs
on Sundays, though in summer there are also
night trains which run daily, Sundays included.
In addition to the above,
DIRECT
through train service is
NEW YORK=
maintained between New
PENOBSCOT BAY York (Grand Central StaSERVICE
tion) and Penobscot Bay
po i n ts ~y train leaving
New York at 8. 00 P . M., except Sunday, running
via Worcester, Mass., withou t entering Boston;
reaching Portland at 6.30 A.M., Rockland at
I0-42 A.M. This train carries through sleeping
cars via the New York, New H aven & Hartford the Boston & Maine and the Maine Central
Rail~oads, direct from the portal of the Grand
Central Station, New York, to Maine resorts,
and a corresponding train returns .
From the farther sh ore of
ALO NGSHORE
the "Lo ng R each," the
TOWNS
train enters upon that semimarine journey, only to be
compa;ed with the entension of the F lorida railroad system along the keys toward Havana.
The Maine Central trains cross the h ead of numerous narrow peninsulas with the blu e sea
between, affording vistas from car windows of
ever-changing marine views.
At Wiscasset connection is
THE WISCASSET
made wi th the narrowAND QUEBEC LI NE gauge rail li ne to China
- - - - - - - - Lake, East J efferson, Palermo and Albion. This railroad was enticed
down to the sea at this point by the fact that
Wiscasset is a n ever-closing winter port, a bait
sufficien t to inspire r a i I r 0 a d promotion with
roseate dreams of ocean steamships, which in the
present instance have n ot yet materi alized.
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Newcastl e-D amariscotta,
twin towns adjoining , have
COTTA STEAM~
to a great extent felt the
a wakening to u c h of the
BOAT COMPANY
tourist, and all season
about t h e station of Newcastle one may observe
the infallib le signs of summer activity,- the
shirt-waist girl with her bronzed-armed escort.
At this point the steamers of the D amariscotta
Steamboat Company connect with Maine Central
trains and from thence ply the inland waters of
the Damariscotta R iver to Pool's Landing,
Clark's Cove, East Boothbay, South Bristol,
H eron I sland and Christmas Cove, the last two
also reached via BaHl. The D amariscotta Steamboat Company operates two boats, the" Bristo~"
and the" Anodyne," making a picturesque tnp
to any of these famous summer retreats.
We will consider the name of the former to be
commonplace; it merely commemorates the
name of the ancient town of Bristol , whi ch occupies the mainland on the "north shore ': of
the river which is n ot a r iver at all, but a tidal
inlet from the sea. About the" Anodyne," however, there hangs a tale. Years ago a speculative
Yankee threaded these waterways, peddlmg
from a skiff that great American specific. You've
heard of it; it's everywh ere. The hardy, semiamphibious farmer-fishermen alon~sho~',e accepted the specific as a " balm from Gtlead. The
business throve, soon the skiff became a steamboat then came the summer tourist, and now
ther~ is a full-fledged passenger transportation
company, concu rring with trunk line r~ilways
and issuing its tariffs in strict accord wlth the
rulings of the great I nterstate Commerce Commission (which is an honorable distinction), but
n ever hiding from public v iew the fact of the
humble source from whence it sprung.

THE DAMARIS:
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Along the shores of the
DOWN THE DAMA= outlet, where the river exRISCOTTA RI VER pands into a basin at the
m eeting of the waters above
and the tidewaters below, are great deposits of
oyster shells-" shell heaps ," so called. These
shells are very large in size, and Gilbert, of the
Popham Colony , wrote home in 1607: "Their
men found oysters there nine inches long, and
heard of oth ers twice as· big." The shells are
horizontally disposed, ends to the shore; seldom
in pairs, but lying on the broad surface, shell
wi thin shell.
A number of these deposits were originally
thirty and odd feet high, terraced with smaller
heaps ten to fifteen feet in diameter; but many
of the larger deposits h ave been disturbed and
great quantities of the shells removed for commercial purposes. In general appearance these
shell heaps are identical in like deposits on the
N orthman shores and the coast of D enmark; and
it is conceded that they are tangible evidence of
the visit of the Norsemen to these shores long
before the voyages of Columbus. They have
been proven to be the work of man by geologists ,
and b y the fact that in the deposits are bits of
charcoal, bones of fish, animals, and even of the
human frame, with stone instruments of various
kinds and pottery. For his geological survey of
Maine, published in 1838, Dr. J ackson measured
the D amariscotta shell heaps and found them to
contain not less than 44,906 ,000 cubic feet.
These shell heaps are within the anciently
defined though somewhat fabulous limits of
Norumbega, the ancient city on the coast of
Maine which was the goal for so many adventurers from Europe. Thorwald's battle-ground
and grave may have been, probably was, on tIns
coast shore of Maine, between Agamenticus and
Mount D esert.
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Georges made record that in the discoveries of I602-0 4 these coasts were very
populous.
From the station at
NOBLEBORO,
N ewca stl e-DamarisWALDOBORO
cotta, the Maine CenAND WARR'EN
tral trains cross the
Damariscotta Ri v e r
to the small station of D amariscotta Mills,
in the town of Nobleboro . The little Maine
coast town h as this tt.nique distinction.
The first Catholic church erected in New
England dates back to 1604 , and was
built on N eutral I slan.d, near Eastport; another was built on Mount
Desert in 16I3; J esuits said mass
in a rude chapel at WOi:.t'iEl~ock
in I650; b u ~ the fir s t Ca thol i c
church in New Englattd still standing and devoted to divine service,
is t h e Church of Saillt P atrick , at
D amariscotta IVIill s, Me. ,
which was begun in 180 5,
and b l essed b y Fath e r
(afterward Cardinal) C:heverus, July 17, I808.
The centennial 0 f t hi s
eve n twas celebrat d in
I 908 , wh en Bishop 'ii\T alsh
of Portland celebl'ated
m ass, and Monsignor McD onough , a former Pastor
at Damariscotta, preached
an historical sermon in t h e
presence of a large gathering from all o ve r New
England.
"Squirrel/sland is the ch ief magnet
to this well-fa uored locality. "
The Catholic colony at
D am ariscotta was foun ded
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shortly after the Revolution by a group of I Jishmen headed by J ames Kavanagh and Matthew
Cottrill.
In the graveyard adjoining the church rest the remains of Hon . Edward Kavanagh, Governor of
Main e in 1843, and U . S! R epresentative to Portugal , and a member of the
~.. ~
W ebster-Ash burton Treat y Commission .
")
Here also rest the ~lemains of his sister, Miss Winnifred Kavanagh , foundres of the School for Girls in the Cathedral Parish , Portland.
Following Nobleboro comes W aldoboro at the head of the Medomak
:
River , which is another b road inlet from the sea. The railroad at
\
Waldoboro stationI crosses at the very h eadwaters of the river. There
Christmas Coue
are hotels and boarding-houses at
With ex cellent faciliti es for boating, fishing
W a Id 0 b oro 0 ff·
· 11
and bathi ng."
enng goo d c1leer, w h lC
·are lib erally patronized by summer visitors; for Waldoboro is delightful during the summer months. The names of
many of those old Maine coast towns are
commemorative of the old colonial families who held vast estates here,-as
the Waldo family, who gave the name
to Waldoboro .
From the Maine Central station at
Warren, just beyond Waldoboro, the
Georges Valley R ailroad , a short standard-gauge line, extends to Union, a delightful farming town with its central village, Union Common, typical of the thrift
and beauty of rural Maine. As the
name of th e railroa d implies, the
town is situated in the picturesque
valley of the Georges River, and
affords a resting-retreat for many
summer visitors in its tasteful farmhouses at moderate expense.
P assing
THOMASTON, THE un de r the
walls of the
HOME OF
Maine State
GENER.AL KNOX
Pri son,
where some two t housand convicts

/

t

\~
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have languished during the past half cent ury, the trai n enters Th omaston. Close to t he site of the present railroad station stood " Montpeli er," the great mansion where General H enry K nox, chief of the
American Artillery during the R evolution, Washington 's Secretary of War, founder of the Order of
Cincinnati, dispensed prin cely hospitality as grand seignior of the region in ye olden time . The farmhouse of General K nox, now u sed as t he Maine Central R ailroad station in Thomaston , can be seen
practicall y as it appeared on the outside over a cent ury and a quarter ago. The veran da which was
placed aro und it by t he railroad company has been taken away, and the only addition to its original appearance is the p aint and a small window. It is with out doubt one of the oldest buildings in
the United States. It is the only building lef t of t he genera l's vast domain , and is a lan dm ark of considerable historic interest. General Knox, its builder, died in October, 1806 .
Thomaston is a summer-resort town , entertaining summer visitors at its many comfortable boardinghouses . All of t hese towns b etween Bath and R ockland combine t he country and the seashore, offering special a ttractions for those seekin g rest and recreation .
From Thomaston, n ow-a-days, the st eamet " Jule " traverses that b r 0 a d estuary
THE THO MASTON of t he sea known a s the St. George River, to the sea-girt longshore settlements of
AN D MO NHEGA N Friendship and Port Clyde . The" Jule" connects at Thomaston with the aft erSTEAM BO AT
noon Maine Central R ailroad train , which left Boston at 9 .00 A.M ., carrying
LI NE
passenger s to the landings above m entioned that evening, and r eturning n ext
morning, brings passengers to connect at Thomaston with the Portland-B oston
express train of the Maine Central and Boston & Maine R ailroads, whi ch is due at the North T erminal ,
Boston , a t 9.0 0 P.M.
The route from Thomaston bears away for twelve miles through the narrow waterway called the St.
George River, that in reality is a narrow bay between two long p eninsulas, to P ort Clyde , which is upon
the very seaward extremity of the peninsula which forms the township of St. George.

Field Day , 8quiYYel Islund

Directl y opposite is the ancient town of Friendship (well known commercially for the numb er
of lobsters sent therefrom to Boston and New York markets) ,'.while offshore from the t ermination of
the peninsulas occurs a numerous group of sea-blown islands:called Georges Islands, leading out toward
Monhegan , which stands alone in its prominence , a dozen miles or more out into the blue.
The steamer "May Archer" of the same line also performs daily service (except Sundays) from
Thomaston to Monhegan and Boothbay Harbor; leaving Thomaston at 7 .00 o'clock in the morning,
arriving at Monhegan Island at 9.30 A.M. and a t Boothbay Harbor at 1I.30 A . M. From these points
the steamer returns in the afternoon, reaching Thomaston at 6.00 P . M.
The route of the steamer" Jul e " to Port Clyde and Friendship is through inside waters all th e
way, a distance of thirty -four miles for the round
trip. The:route of the " May Archer" to Monhegan
is also inside , through the St. George River, thence
through the outlying islands to Monhegan. There
is only forty minutes of open water in a sail of two
and a quarter hours from Thomaston. Between
Monhegan and Boothbay Harbor occurs open ocean
for one and one-half hours, passing en route
P emaquid Light , Ocean Point and Squirrel Island. The steamer" May Archer" makes about
eighty- five miles on th e round trip .
Thus, as will be noted, connecting steamboat
lines, first at Bath , then at Newcastle-Damariscotta, and again at Thomaston , r each out from
the Maine Central Railroad ; which ext ends
across the h eads of the many long peninsulas
which fringe th e coast of Maine hereabouts , to
the sea-blown settlements whi ch li e within the
sheltered coves and upon the outlying islands.
It is this auxihary serv-ice wh ich has h elped so
·t t
much to dev el01) that whfch is destined by a bountiful nature to be a g"r'a teful resting-retreat for the
tired brain-wo'~ker. Right royally ha s the summ er
tourist respon'de'd to this t;a ll. The coast line from
Bath to P eriobscot Bay is growing in popularity
year by year , as it richly deserves to do .
The entire region is picturesque in the extreme,
and the opportunities fo;" riding and driving are
limitless to the t ourist wishing many intervening
sightSEeing trip s.
4"
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The city of R ockla nd is the terminus of the rail journey eastward to P e n obscot Bay, '99
mil es from B os t o n ; 84 m iles
from P ortland. It fo rms quite
a center for t ourist t ravel. Besides t h e all-r ail line
from Bost on , with its auxiliar y st eamboat s running
out into t h e bay t o the principal points upon t h e
shor es and islan ds, other steamboat lines m a ke R ock land t h eir hom e p ort or p ort of call . Also, m an y in t eresting stage r outes reach fr o m R ockland t o St.
George, Union and Belfast ; while an electric railway
runs t o Owls H ead an d t o Camden on the west shore
of the bay .
The manufacture of lime from t he m any qua rries
round about has been t h e chief industry of the p eople
of Ro ckland for the past ninet y year s. The product
exceed a m illion b arrels yearly, besides la rger quan ti ties of P ortland cem en t . Som ething like one hundred
kilns , for converting the lime rock into t he m er ch antable product, surround the city about one m ile out ;
while the cavernous quarries are stupen do us in their
ext en t and dep tho
T wo miles north of the city of
R ockla nd , on the west shore of
ROCKLA ND
P enobsco t Bay, do minat ed by
BREAKWATER
th e Camden Mountains which
AND THE
SAMOSET HOTEL rise directly from the sea , is the
R ocklan d breakwa t er , a stu pen d o u s engineering achievem ent com pleted b y t h e
United Stat es Government, after t wenty years' labor,
and at a cost of ex ceeding a million dollars. It
proj ect s into P enobscot Bay for more t han a mile,
and r enders the harbor the safest on the coast . H ere
is the beautiful m odern hot el, the Sam oset , with
a ccommodation s for 3 00 gu ests. It is one of th e
hotels condu ct ed b y the Rick er H ot el Company, of
which the famous Poland Spring H ous is another.
An electric railroa d from the Main e Central R ailroad

ROCKLA ND AND
THE PE NO BSCOT
BAY RESORTS
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station, at Rockland , leads nearly to the hotel. The Samoset is situated partly in the old town of Camden, and is en vironed by the towering Camden Mountains; it forms an ideal summer home, offering
every facility for boating, fishing, or driving. In historical interest the region round about is exceedingly rich, it being one of the earliest occupied by the American colonists. Among
the recreations to be enjoyed here are golf, t en nis, rowing , fishing, yachtinS",
bathing, mountain climbing; there are many beautiful drives. Among the
mountains in the vicinity there are six whose ,summits range in height
from I,OOO to 1,475 feet. The la kes include Lake Megunticook, Union
Lake and Hosmers Pond. Indeed, while the Samoset is strictly
classed as a seaside resort, it possesses attractions of fore:ss~ts~'__:~~;~~~;~~;ii~~
lakes and mountains which alone would gain for it an '-.
enviable prominence as an inland r esort.
Mount Megunticook, which rises I.457 feet from the sea,
and Battie, with a h eight of I,335 feet, extend along the
shore for miles, resembling in many respects the mighty
buttresses which hold the fiOrds of Norway.
The drives of Camden are a source of constant wonder
and delight to the visitor. The road wind inl and out
among the mountains and along the shores of n umerous
lakes, with the heavy pulsation of the ocean surges' constant booming along the sea wall.
The famous Belfast road leading for eighteen miles to
the town of Belfast, situated at th head of the bay, run ·
along the seaward slope ofthe mountains, with the b lue waters
of the bay dotted with sail almost as far as the eye c;:an reach.
The" Turnpike Road" is the rno t noted drive il1j Camden,
winding up the mountain side
and presenting an ever-changing vista of the rural and the marine.
It rises over higl(,hills, with perpendicular cliffs towering a thousand or
more feet overhead , and again dips into secluded dales and valleys, tracing
its way through~wooded aisles. Leaving the shores of the lake it climbs the
northern extremity of the mountain range , and at Maiden Cliff winds along the
outer edge of Mount Megunticook, presenting a view that holds one spellbound.
The precipitous cliffs drop from underneath hundreds of feet below to the
cl ar waters of Lak Megunticook, island-dotted and glistening in the sun.
A few miles along the Penobscot Bay shore north of
CAMDEN
Rockland is the idyllic summer resort, Camden, which is
as richly endow d with natural scenic attractions as is
its more imposing b ecau se better known rival, Bar Harbor.
Bahl.l1ce Rock , Came'en

.;6

It lies tucked away at the base of a mo untain group, whose sides rise almost precipito usly from t he sea
to a great height at either end of t he village and at its back. Th e shore side of the town faces th e open
sea in one direction and P enobscot Bay in another.
Th e
Two rocky h eadlands, Sherman 's Point and Ogier's
Turnpike
P oint, form the eastern boundary an d almost encircle
the harbor , and with Negro I sland form a natural
breakwater, which makes the harbor one of the most
sheltered on the coast.
The combination of mountain and sea, lakes and
rocky headlands, gives to it a charm which is irresistibly inviting. A mountain climb one day can be altern ated with deep-sea fishing t h e next; a yachting trip
with a game of golf ; and boating in the harbor with
cano eing on th ~ lakes.
On the drive d own around the mountain to Lincolnville b each and joining the
B elfast road, great bo ulders line the road,
and h ere a nd there a long stret ch of silver
birches borders t he lake .
Attractive as is Camden on its se3.w.ir:l
slope, its inland scenery is fairer still. H ere
the m ou ntains are broken in to cliffs, e1.circling beautiful la kes and fadi ng away
into p eaceful and romantic valleys.
The late R ev. Dr. F. M. Ellis of Baltimore, Md., thus refers to two m emo rable
weeks spent in L ake City, lying at the
foot of Lake Megunti cook :
" Lake MeguntiLAKE
cook I unhesiMEGUNTICOOK
tatingl y pronounce one of
the loveliest lakes I h ave ever seen,
in t his or any other land. I was impressed at Lake City with the marked
resemblance of Megunticook L a k e
with that of fair Lucerne,- less bold
and sublime, but mor e peaceful and
restful. I kn ow of no place wher e one
47

Lake Megunticook, from Summit Mount Megunticook

who wants rest and recreation can get so much and so easily as at Camden." As a result of all thi s,
which appeals very strongly to the rusti cator , there are about Camden many fine villas and a ttractive cottages, owned and occupied by prominent people.
One can sail for hours, following the devious windings of Megunticook's shores, every moment bringing
its change of scene . The numerous islands and projecting points of land seem to bar all progress ; but the
little steamer is skilfully conducted through the watery maze , and the trip can be made again and again
without losing any of its charm of novelty .
I
An excellent golf course - and no summer r esort is now complete without one - adds an attraction
which is an inducement to summer sojourners.
\
A dozen mil es or more above Camden are Northport Camp Grounds, where the Methodists hold their
summer meeting. Many attractive\ cottages h ave also be~n built, as it is delightful in situation among
the groves, open to delicious breezes from P enobscot Bay .
Four miles beyond is the city of Belfast, reach ed b y steamer from Rockland or b y
BELFAST
Maine Central Railroad from Portland. The front of the city is lined with wharves,
giving evidence of commercial life, beyond which is that brick bulwark of the city,
the old-fashioned business blocks wherein the tra de of Waldo County centers.
Searsport , next above Belfast, and Stockton adjoining, have of late commanded
SEARSPORT
public attention from the fact that the two old Maine shore towns are now the
termini of the Shore Line Extension of the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad.
On the shore side of the town of Stockton, where bay and river meet, stands Fort
FORT POINT
Point, with its summer cottages. Fort Point is now secure of fame and fav or as a
summer resort, for a p erpetual cool breeze draws across its peni.nsular bluff, and its
views include many leagues of dan cing blue waves, fringed with wooded islands and overlooked by faraway blue mountai.ns.
Farther up the river opposite the village of Bucksport stand the granite walls of
FORT KNOX
Fort Knox, capping the long, high incline of vivid green or somber trap -rock, while
dense forest and rugged falLow close in and around.
For~ Knox came into existen ce under t he act to protect our defenseless seaboard, passed b y Congress
soon after the close of the American War, and was named of course for Gen. H enry Knox, W ashington 's
Secretary of W ar and a resident of Thomaston.
H ere it stands, complet e, silent , useless,- a model of symmetry, a marvel of engineering and a masterpiece in masonry , the finest of its p articular class, representing the outlay of over a million dollars, and
the labor of hundreds of men for year s.
I
Since t he close of the Civil War the forti fication h as been marked " abandoned " on the list of coast
defenses. A" garrison" of one man is in charge, an officer of the rank of an ordnance sergeant. The for t
is in excellent condition, and it rather surprises the visitor to be told that the last work was done thirty
year s ~go. It is in no sen se a ruin , but practically as strong as ever , an d would n o doubt b e of much u se
in case of war by protecting the entran ce to the P enob scot River.

Eastward Along

Shore

Mr. Cha s. D ana Gibson, who has purchased an isla nd in
P enobscot Bay near Islesboro, t hus acknowledged the charm of
Maine :
" Yes, I am to become a per manent resident in Ma ine in
summer. I have traveled far and seen m any picturesque spots .
b ut P enobscot Bay and the beautiful isla nds t hat lie scattered so
generously in and a round it a re unparalleled."

The steamer" Sieur de Monts ," of the Maine Central Railroad Compan y's a uxiliary
fleet, perp et uat es the name of the leader of that earlie's t expedition from France which,
with Samu el Champlain as pilot, first saw the hill s of Mount Desert. This finely appointed steamboat is scheduled to leave Ro ckland in the morning at 5 . 10, except
Sunday , after arrival of t h e Boston-Ro ckland through train which left Boston at
10.00 P.M. the night before, and w hi ch carries through sleeping-cars Boston to R ockland , arriving at the latter point at 4.55 A.M. On Sundays this train service is performed as week-days .
but on the Sabbath t he" Sieur de Monts" leaves R ockland at 8.00 A.M .
For the daylight ride, leave Boston at 9.00 A.M., daily except Sunday, East ern Division, Boston &
Maine Railroad (throu gh solid train Boston-Ro cklan d); arrive at Rockland 3. 55 P.M. From this connection the "Sieur de Monts " departs at 4.10 P.M . for her destinations across P enob scot Bay to Dark
H arbor, or I slesboro, and Castine on the main .
Before one has pro ceeded far into the bay, it becom es apparent why the scenery of P enob scot Bay
has been the theme of praise for many writers , American and foreign, in prose and verse. Marked b y its
magnificent warders, it is small wonder also that this broad avenue inland , with its en circling shores, has
formed such a beacon light in history, drawing the eaTly voyagers from England and from France durin g
the days of colonization and conquest which characterized the settlement of the North American Continent.
On the east rise the thirteen p eaks of Mount D esert from
the sea, between Frenchman 's and Blue Hill Bays. On the opposite shore of the latter is Blue Hill, an isolated p eak 1,000 feet
high ; while guaTding its western approach is the lon g, picturesque
line of the Camden Mountains.
The scen e is enlivened much by passing sail. Threading their
way securely among the islands, capes and shoals , they com e and
go,speeding on to their appointed m arts, laden with lumber from
Maine's fo rest s,granite from her quarries, or lime from h er kilns .
Not a few bear away th e fro zen product of the P enobscot to coo l
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Bqss Harbor Head

the table-water of a people not so fortunate as we
in the matter of summer temperature. Pleasure craft
also is not wanting; val'ious t ypes, from the tiny
catboat to the stateliest steam yacht, frequent these
summer seas.
To the right of the steam er's course from R ockland, lying at the mouth of P enob scot Bay, are
several large islands, Vinalhaven and Hurricane
I sland amon g them , upon which are immense midocean quarries of finest granite, which has furni shed the material for some of the most noted examples of enduring architecture. Local steamers
from R ockland connect that citX with these islands.
The first landing of the Maine
ISLESBORO
Central steamer "Sieur de
Monts" after leaving Ro ckland is I slesboro - picturesque I slesboro, which of
late has become well known as a summer resort.
Its hotel accommodate a throng of visitors who
seek the cool and fragrant air of the isles. The
steamboat landi ng is within the romantically entitled Dark Harbor, a few hundred feet north of the
famous " I slesboro Inn." The harbor forms a
perfectly sheltered haven for boating. The island
is thirteen miles in len gth and is extremely narrow .
It holds nearly thirty miles of drives over good
country roads, r endered particularly attractive by
the continuous close proximity of the shores, with
th.eir many indentations, fine mountain and island
views . The shores are generally abrupt and rocky,
but the cliffs are interspersed by several short and
finely curving beaches. All about are tracts of
noble woodland, beeches, maples, birches, and ash,
as well as the noted balsamic spruce.
From Islesboro the steamer
CASTI NE
bears away for Castine, the
focal point of the entire New
England coast in romantic interest. Approached
from the sea the peninsula of Castine presents to
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view two regularly outlined hills, of which the nearer is most commanding. Steep, though not difficult,
'ascents lead to smoothly rounded summits. Upon the crest of the eastern eminence , below which lies the
town, still stand the solid ramparts of Fort George. It is the best preserved earthwork of its years in
New England.
The moat, excavat ed down to the solid rock, is intact, the esplanade hardly broken·in outline. Entering
a beautiful island-gemmed bay, the passengers may view one of the most bitterly contested points for
French and British supremacy on the North American Continent. Drake, in his" Nooks and Corners of the
New England Coast," says: "Puritans and J esuits, Huguenots and P apists, kings and common ers, have
all schemed and striven for this little corner of land. Richelieu , Mazarin and Colbert have plotted for it ;
Thurlow, Clarendon and Bolingbroke have counterplotted. It has been fought
over no end of times, conquered and reconquered, and is now of no more POBaron of
litical importance than the distant peak of Katahdin." True, yet Castine
St.Castin with P emaquid , Monhegan, Mount Desert, Doucet's I sland in P assamaquoddy, and numerous other Maine coast-line points, form display initials
on the pages of early American history. To Castine in 1697 came Vincent,
the Baron of St. Castin in the P yrenees, and Colonel of the R oyal Carignon
R egiment.
Though he held a commission from the French king and owned a very
handsome uniform , h e preferred to wear the robes of the T arratines. The
story of Baron Castin has been rendered wonderfully familiar through
Longfellow 's verse, yet it is but one incident in the epic grandeur
of the history of Castine.
Thevat, who explored P enob scot Bay in ISSS, said that long
before that time a French fort had been razed thereabouts. The
French fur traders erected another little castle here in 161 3,
which was visited by Capt. J ohn Smith, perhaps better identiJied as" Po cahontas Smith," from others of the numerous
family. It formed one of the centers of the long war
between the Catholic chief, Sieur d'Aulney, and the
"Where the
street dips
grim Huguenot, La T our , who held a feudal lorddown to
the water"
ship to the eastward .
Under the influence of Cardinal Richelieu, Friar L eo
erected a Capuchin chapel at Castine during the French
regime, and in 16S4 the Puritans swooped down from
the sea and occupied the place under orders from Oliver
Fort
Cromwell. Paul Revere, hero of the midnight ride, was
George
there during the last days of the R evolutionary struggle,
erecting siege-works whose remains still stand just back
of the little fort now overlooking the harbor, which was
HOastine is a beacon light in history "

built during the late American Civil War. There are distinct traces of more than twenty fortifications of
different periods upon this little peninsula.
In 1876 the first" summer cottage" was erected. This event marks the change which~)1as gradually
developed, until it is now become a summer-resort place of great attractiveness
and much visited .
rCastine has been most fortunate in the st erling qualities of its citizens who
have had a voice in the conduct of its affairs. They were refined, well educated.
and public-spirited, and to them is due the credit of the high grade of schools "tm_~
which have always been maintained. Its most prominent" temple of learning "
is the Normal School, which enjoys a steadily growing prosperity and which
ranks well with any normal school in Maine .
Winona Cliff
Much of the wealth and fashion of the surrounding country
centered here in the early days, and left an indelible mark on
the character of the old-time dwellings which still
r emain, and the descendants of the dwellers.
A most noteworthy event in town annals was
the naming, by government, of the cruiser
"Castine" in honor of the town, and the presentation by the townspeople of a piece of plate,
D ecember 3 I, 1894, to the officers of the cruiser.
The town to -day enjoys its greatest prosperity
The
Rea ch
from its claims as a summer resort . It is delightfully situated, nearly surrounded by the waters
of the sea, which insure a cool breeze from almost any quarter, and is extremely healthy on
account of its most excellent drainage. The
town is not a summer horne of the ultrafashionable, but rather of that most desirable class
of summer residents, people of brains and
wealth who do not care for the froth of fashion,
but who instead like to get "near to nature's
heart" and enjoy that restful quietness conducive to a longer and happier life.
Castine and vic i nity
abound in walks and
EGGEMOGGIN
drives ove r histori c
REACH
ground and fields elysian, and offer exception al attraction s to the
canoeist . Trip s can be made along the coast
Along Shore, Castine
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for many miles, and there are several inland trips t h at may be taken, the most inviting being the
Bagadu ce River trip to Walker's Pond and returning by the way of Eggemoggin Reach. There are
good hotels at Castine, but many prefer the charm of being domiciled with one of the" old families,"
and it is a treat indeed . H ere one does not find the usual boarding-house atmosphere, but becomes a
guest of the family, and at once gets in touch with the traditions and the romance of the place. Under
the conditions which exist it is not strange that nearly everything and everyone wears a nautical air,
and that yachting is the chief diversion. Crafts of all kinds can be had with able men to man them,
and the harbor is a rendezvous for nearly all yachts which cruise along the Maine coast during the
vacation season.
The m en in white duck and the girls in shirt-waists and sailor hats crowd the piers and the decks of
sailboats, all swearing allegiance to the goddess of summer pleasures.
" For the white-winged shi ps that sail in the sun,
And the white-wing ed waves that bear them;
Por the yachts that over the waters run,
And the breezes tha t race and dare them. "

In addition to the steamer" Sieur de Mon ts," which performs the Rockland-IslesboroCastine service, a second steamboat of the Maine Central Railroad Company's fleet ,
the iron-hulled" P emaquid," further extends that company's P enobscot Bay service,
reaching North H aven, Stonington, Brooklin, Sedgwick, Deer Isle and Sargentville. These are shore and island towns in P enobscot and Blue Hill Bays, which
are becoming more and more popular each season with tourist visitors to Maine.
This is the summer boat service in these waters performed by the Maine Central
steamers. D uring the fall, winter and spring seasons one boat from Ro ckland, the
" P emaquid ," performs the I slesboro and Castine service; and continuing on
through Eggemoggin R each and Fox Island Thoroughfare, touching on the eastbound trip at North
Haven and Stonington, continues on to the Island of Mount Desert, with landings at Manset, Southwest
Harbor, Northeast H arbor, Seal H arbor and Bar H arbor; thence to Mount D esert Ferry on the mainland, the terminus of the Maine Central Railroad's Mount Desert Branch. This arrangement links the
rail lines at Rockland and at Mount D esert Ferry by a longshore water route by auxiliary steamer.
On the r eturn from Mount D esert Ferry the" Pemaquid" touches at Bar H arbor, Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor, Manset, Brooklin, Sedgwick, Stonington, North Haven, Deer I sle,
Sargentville, Castine and I slesboro, to Rockland.
While the winter service is being performed as above, the Maine Central steamers from Mount D esert
Ferry are run to points in the upper bay only, n amely, Sullivan, Sorrento, and Bar H arbor; but before
the summer time-table goes into effect on the rail lines, on about June loth of each year , the Mount
D esert boat service is continued on from Bar Harbor" around the hills" to Seal, Northeast and Southwest H arbors and Manset; while the service to these points from Rockland is discontinued.
North H aven is an island town-one of the Fox Islands, eight miles long, with hills seven hundred
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feet high rising from its plains. Its fishing fl eet includes som e of the finest vessels of their class in New
England, and North Haven ranks as the foremost fishing port in Maine, next to Port land.
Isle au Haut lies well out in the sea to the eastward from Vinalhaven, twenty-five miles from Ro ckland. It is destined to take its place among the foremost of Maine resorts. The great feature of this
insular land of dreams is its mountains ~ risin g from th e shores to the height of six hundred feet, and
visible for many leagues ov er the sea and bay, nearly always wrapped in a purple haze.
The summer route of the steamer" P emaquid" from Rockland leads through the" Thoroughfare ," a
narrow waterway between North Haven and Vinalhaven , in the mid-passage of which occurs the North
Haven landing. Thence on to Stonington, a settlement on the greater Deer Isle.
Deer Isle is a very interesting marine town, t en miles long and six wide, with 5 ,000 inhabitants
divided between a half-dozen snug little seaside hamlets, anyone of which would repay manyfold a
visit during the vacation season. The Maine Central steamer from Rockland touches at two of the se,~
Stonington (formerly Green's Landing) on the southern extremity of the island , and Deer Isle at the
northern extremity on one shore of Eggemoggin Reach. From Deer I sle were chosen, during the season
of International Yacht Races , th e crews of the defenders of the American Cup. This will serve to illustrate the t y pe of its people.
Brooklin, Sedgwick and Sargentville , in their order , are other coast towns upon the mainland shore
of Eggemoggin R each where landings are made dail y by Maine Central steamer s from Rockland. The
R each itself is a narrow waterway miles in length , b etween the mainland an d outlying islands, so closely
guarded b y th e
latter that little of
the boisterous sea
i s admitted to it s
ch armed precincts.
H er e alongshore
for the w h o l e extent of th e R each
are summe r cottages and hotels, set
amid d e lightful
surroundings and
peopled by a ho st
of visitors from less
favo r e d s umm e r
regions. With the
multij,ilicity of her
fascinating summer
r esorts, - Main e
always satis fi es.
Fort George, Castine, Me.

Th ere arc distin ct traces of more than t wenty fortifications of different peri ods
the li ttl pe ninsula whic h holds Casti ne

ll1; O n

There is no more charming union of mountain and sea in the world than along the
Blue Hill Bay, and for miles inland there are fascinating drives in many directions.
The roads are as hard and smooth as well-paved streets, the meadows stretch away
in endless delight, the forests woo tired city people to rest and recreation. There are pleasing walks in
all directions, especially agreeable being the promenade to Parker Point, which juts out into Blue Hill
Bay and affords many beautiful villa sites, which are fast being taken up by people from Cleveland, Baltimore, Boston, St. Paul and other large cities.
Hundreds of city people spend their vacation in the farm and village boarding-houses, enjoying and
appreciating the unusual views of blue water and high mountains in which the region is so rich. Blue
Hill can also be reached via Maine Central rail to Ellsworth, thence by stage.
Islesford, on Little Cranberry I sland, which with the adjacent island, Big Cranberry, protects N ortheast and Southwest Harbors from the main ocean, is about two miles from the great island of Mount
Desert, and from it one gets the most beautiful views of the mountains to be found in that region. Islesford Harbor is the constant resort of fishing vessels and yachts, which add to the picturesqueness of the
place.
One of the stations of the U.S. Life Saving Service is situated here and forms a special point of interest.
All these features, combined with a delightfully cool summer climate, serve to make Islesford one of the
most attractive spots upon the whole New England coast.
Passing in quick review Ship Harbor, the Nubble and Bunkers Cove, their sea-beat en
SOUTHWEST
crags fringed with roaring caverns and cliffs, and still farther on the famous Sea Wall
Point, exposed to the ceaseless hammering of old ocean, the route passes the CranHARBOR
berry I sles and makes the first Mount Desert landing at Southwest Harbor, whose
quiet life and excellent hotels entice many from the brilliant and fashonable Bar Harbor throng.
The ship that brought the J esuit Mission was probably the first that ever entered the harbor of Southwest Harbor, and the fine pen picture left by Father Baird is as correct a description of the harbor and
surroundings as one is able to find, and is as applicable now as it was in 1613.
Coming to Southwest Harbor one finds quiet freedom from the extremes of social life - one might
also say from the conventionalities. H er e are all the delights for the liver out of doors, all that the briny
. oceaJ;l offers the senses.
Close at hand, embosomed among the rugged hills, lie the idyllic mountain tarns of Echo L ake and
Long Pond; and equally near is the noble gateway to Somes Sound, that unique combination of sea and
mountain, the fiord of Mount D esert, most marvelous, most fascinating, in this region of wonders and
surprises. Southwest, Northeast and Seal H arbors are now reached, as is Bar Harbor , "all rail" to Mount
Desert Ferry, with short transfer trip from Mount Desert Ferry in Maine Central Railroad steamer, which
leaves the Ferry on arrival of all through trains from Boston and New York, placing the landings" around
the hills" in as close touch with the outside world as is the rest of Mount Desert Island.
The village of Southwest Harbor is now divided into four districts, known respectively as Norwood's
Cove, Southwest Harbor proper, Manset and Sea Wall.

BLUE HILL BAY

ss

Nature alone is always restful. Never does one feel this more than when steaming
into the sunny r esting-place of Northeast Harbor. Here the cottage owners seem to
feel the beauties free to all who can appreciate, and fashion their summer homes
into gem s for the settings about them. These are the h aunts of men great in the
ecclesiasti cal and edu cational world . giving tone to the little cottage colony; and above and back of it ar e
the everlasting hills, r eechoing the thunder of the beating surf on a hundred headlands.
There are several hotels at Northeast Harbor and Asticou, which is at the head of the h arbor, about
a mile from the point . Of churches, there is St. Mary's by the Sea. over whi ch presides Rt . R ev. Bishop
D oane; there is a Union Chapel, and a Roman Catholic church. There is a swimming-pool about 300 feet
lon g, with excellent bath-houses, and a swimming t each er; this is the favorite gathering-place from 11. 00
t o 1.00 in theday, when a hundred people often bathe. There are also excellent golf links and a club house.
Sailing is a"gr eat pastime with the people at -'Jortheast Harbor.
Just beyond Northeast H arbor one gets bewitching little gli m pses into Seal Harbor and Stony Brook
Cove, nestling under the rugged forms of Indian's, P enetic and Green Mountains.
Seal H arbor is on the south side of Mount Desert I sland, nine miles from Bar Harbor
and four miles from=Northeast H arbor. Its two hotels, t he Seaside Inn and the Glen
: SEAL HARBOR
Cove , are noted fo r their cheer, h omelike accommodations and refined and pleasant
life. Seal H arbor possesses also a goodly number of large and h andsome private villas; attractive and
well-furnished cottages may also be h ad for hire. Good shops and markets, two churches and the library ,
op en daily during t he summer, add to the visitors' comfort and pleasure. The opportunities for boating
are unusually good. At the head of the cove at Seal H arbor a sand beach affords fine bathing faciliti es ;
this forms a very attractive playground for children. It, as well as the village streets and p ath s, is cared
for and kept scrupulously clean by a well-organized Village Improvem ent Society. The chief outdoor
diversions are driving, walking, m ountain-climbing , rowing, sailing and tennis; the drives, and especially
the walks, are wonderful in their beauty and interest. Altogether Seal H arbor is one of the gems of Mount
Desert I sland.
While formerly Southwest Harbor, Northeast H arbor and Seal H arbor were reached principally by
steamer from R ockland, now sin ce t he advent of su ch magnificent train service to and from Mount D esert
Ferry, and the fact that now connection may be had between Mount Desert Ferry and t hese points with all express
trains of the Maine Central R ailroad, the rail route in connection with the short steamer route is undoubtedly the
quickest and most pleasant, as it is the favorite route for
reaching the various landings on Mount Desert I sland .
Rounding Bear Island Light, the steamer runs close inshore, past numerou s points of interest readily associated
with Mount D esert. Otter Cliffs, Great H ead. Anemone Cave,
Schooner Head, the Spouting Horn. occur in succession, until
the light on Egg Rock marks the approach to Bar Harbor.

NORTHEAST
HARBOR
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Bar Harbor

Mount Desert Island

from Scott's Hill

M ount D es ert

EX-PRESIDENT ELIOT, of Harvard University, says of Mount
Desert Island: "Th e summer resort (travel) to Mount Desert is
chiefly due to four things: The cool and equ a ble climate, the beautiful conformation of t h e island itself, the avai lability for sailing and
fishing of the waters wb ich surround it, and the roughness and wildness of its hills and shores. The island is by far the handsomest piece of land on the Atlantic coast of the
United States, its hills being the highest on the w h ole coast and its valleys being cut low between the hills. "

XT eastward on the State of Maine coast of any prominence is the island of Mount Desert,
whi ch was first discovered in 1604 by Champlain, who ilamed it "L' I sle des Monts Deserts"
(the isle of the desert mountains). In his log-book he made the following entry, September 5:
11==11===11 " From this island to the mainland on the north the distance is less than a hundred paces.
11=:d!====:!1 It is very high, and notched in places so there is an appearance to one at sea of seven or eight
mountains extending along near each other. The summit of most of them is destitute of trees, as there are
only rocks on them. The woods consist of pines, firs, and birches only, I named it Isle des Monts Desert s,"
In I 613 a colony of Jesuits, sent out by Madame de Guerchville, made a settlement on what is known as
Fernald's Point, n ear the entrance to Somes Sound. This colony was soon broken up by the English,
under Samuel Argall.
From the destruction of the little colony of J esuits at F ernald 's Point , nothing of interest in connection with Mount Desert appears in history until A. D. 1688 , when we learn that the French king, in recognition of important military services rendered in America, granted to Antonie de la Motte Cadillac the
whole of Mount Desert and some of the adjacent islands. Cadillac died about the year 1719, without
having taken possession of his estat~; but in 1786 his granddaughter, Madame Marie Therese de Gregoire
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and her husband, Bartholom y de Gregoire, cam - over from France and laid claim to th property . La fayette and Thomas J efferson interested themscl ve in their favor , and as the government was favorably
disposed to France and her people, the General Court of Massachusetts, in June, 17 8 7, granted to them
"all su ch parts and parcels of the island of Mount Desert and the other islands and tracts of land particularly described in the grant of patent of his late most Christian Majesty, Loui s XIV. , to said Monsieur
de la Motte Cadillac, which now remains the property of thi' Commonwealth whether by original right,
cession , confiscation , or forfeiture, to hold all th e aforesaid parts and parcels of the said land and islands
to them to the said Monsieur and Madame de Gregoire, their heirs and assigns forever." This grant
was subj ect to certain reservations and to the rights of actu al settlers. The family was n aturalized by
special act of the Legislature. They took up their abode at Hull 's Cove, a little settlement a couple of
miles to the northward of Bar H arbor. H ere they lived, loved and respected by the fishermen who surrounded them. until their death, about 1810.
Comparison lies exhausted before the attempt to express the special character of Mount D e ert.
Bleak mountain side and sunny nook in sheltered cove; frowning precipice and gently smiling m eadow;
broad , h eaving ocean and placid mountain lake; dashing sea-foam and glistening trout brook; the deep
thunder of the ground-swell and the solemn stillness of the mountain gorge; the impetuous rush and splash
of the surf, and the musical caden ce of far-off waterfalls,- all mingle and blend in the m emory of this
wonderful land. At no other place on the Atl antic coast i' t h ere such a combination of mountain and
seashore, and we question if the view from the top of Green Mountain (the highest of its fifteen mountain .
peaks) is surpassed on the continent.
The Island of Mount Desert is divided into thr ee separate towns , Eden, Mount Desert and Tremont.
Th e principal steamboat landings are Bar H arbor , Seal H arbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor
and Manset , and are reached in the order named from Mount Desert Ferry,- the terminus of the" allrail lin e" from Boston and from New York. A detailed description of their beauties follows.

Bar Har bor from Bar Island

Bar Harbor, the Queen of

A merican Resorts

AR HARBOR is accessible by rail , with through express train s daily from Boston and through
sleepers from New York to Mount Desert Ferry,-the terminus of the" all-rail line, "-then ce
an eight-mile sail across Frenchman's Bay to H ancock Point, Sullivan and Sorrento, in the
11==11===11 swift and trig Maine Central steamer" Sappho, " or the newer, but not more popular, "Norum1k=:!b==='.I bega. "
Bar H arbor, a part of the town of Eden, first began to attract attention in about the year 1850. In
1855, part of the Agamont House (burned sever al years ago) was built on Main Street b y T obias Roberts.
A few Bangor people and artists used to board there. The late Mr. Alpheus H ardy, of Boston, was one
of the first non-resident property owners. H e purchased Birch Point from" Uncle" Stephen Higgins in
1868 for $300 , and built the first cottage on that spot. The Weld and Minot lot was soon after purchased
for $2, 5°0 , and the Ogden property at Cromwell's H arbor (now Mr. George W. Vanderbilt 's estate) was
bought about t he same time. The old White Church was raised in 1855, but was not finished for some
years.
The artist s who h ad made the village their summer home took with them sketches of the beautiful
scen ery of the island; and slowly but surely , Mount Desert crept toward notoriety. Where once the
proud trees bowed and fell to the woodman's axe, h andsom e summer residen ces grew up as if by enchantment; the shores, where on ce echoed the strokes of the ship-carpenter's mallet, began to be the scene of
busy traffic. The bay, on ce a promising field for porgie fishermen , soon became dotted in summer time
with a variet y of craft, from the tiny canoe to the stately yacht. Along its rocky shores, wher e the children
of former generations h ad rambled in their lon g vacation, there soon flocked many gay pleasure seekers.
Then, as though by the wave of an enchanter's wand, in one glad summer the gay transformation scene
was enacted, and Bar H arbor stood revealed to the world in her true ch aract er, as the Queen of American
Summer R esorts.
And yet all these chan ges, startling as they are in themselves, are but the result of the natural attractions of the island , graphically represented by the p en cils of world-renown ed artists, and car efull y fostered
by the en couragin g hands of industry and perseverance.
For those who appreciate the beau ties of nature , and yet like to mingle with their fellow men in the
enjoyment of them, th ere is no more pleasing walk than the Shore P ath, commonly known as the Tow P ath .
This favorite promenade extends from the steamboat wharf southward along the shore of the bay to
Cromwell's H arbor. It is only a footpath, no carriages can pass. And it is well it is so, for ·an innovation
in the shape of a driveway would destroy the romantic beauty of the scene.
H enry W ood, in hi s ch arming novel , "Edward Burton," thus speaks of this walk:
"Bar H arbor h as one never-failing resource in wh at is known as the Shore Path. R arely on the
Atlantic coast can there be found a m ile of footpath which contains so many attractive and unique features.
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In its windings the lover of nature can fmd almost every desirable feature, and the=sloping. velvety lawns
and beautiful cottages furnish enough art for a pleasing combination. When longer excursions become
tiresome, this resort, right at h and, is always r efreshing. Thither repair scholars, with text-books in
hand; business men, with daily papers; maidens, with the latest novel ; and there are found lovers in
pairs for sweet converse; clergymen for inspiration; tired people for rest; nurses and children for freedom
and air; all for that sub stantial h elp which comes from communion with nature. "
Driving is the favorite pastime at Bar Harb or, and everyone indulges in it, from the millionaire cottager
who rides out in state with his costly equipage, to the hotel guest, who is contented with the more modest
and distinctly local production, the buckboard. Everything is favorable for driving here. The roads
are in capital order, and an intricate network of them overspreads the island, taking in every place of
interest, and introducing the tourist to some of the grandest and most beautiful scenery on the coast of
America.
.
One of the mo st popular drives is that b y the carriage rO'l.d up Green Mountain. The Eagle Lake road
is followed for about a mile out of the village, and then you turn sharply to the left. For some distance
the road leads through a beautiful forest of pine, spruce and birch. To your right through the foliage
you catch occasional glimpses of Eagle Lake far b elow; while ah ead rises a delusive su ccession of peaks,
each one in turn seeming to b e the peak.
At each turn in the road n ew beauties reveal themselves. Through the gap between P enetic and
Sargent 's Mountains appears a strip of ocean studded with islands as far as the eye can reach.
Turning abruptly to the left, the eastern coast of the island comes in view. At your feet lies the village
of Bar Harbor and the bay; and stretching out toward the opposite shore the beautiful Porcupines,
in their garb of em erald green. Little clusters of white buildings on the mainland mark the sites of
the numerous budding summer r esorts: Lamoine on its lovely peninsula; Sullivan at the h ead of its
beautiful bay; Sorrento with its pretty little harbor shut in by picturesque islands, and Winter H arbor
with its green shores and rocky headlands.
A t last the woods are passed and
the road comes out on the open ledge.
What a magnificent scene bursts on
the yiew! Beyond the silvery waters
of Eagle Lake rises the rocky dome of
Sargent's Mountain, 1,350 feet above
the sea-level, the sides covered with
a heavy growth of pine and cedar.
Spread out almost at your feet lies
the northern portion of Mount Desert,
level as compared with the rest of
the island, but dotted here and there
with picturesque hills clothed in living
green and spots of silver where the
Maine Oentral Steamer "Norumbega I I

lakes lie embowered in the surrounding folia ge. The view from the summit
of Green Mountain is but one of the many pleasures of this famed resort,
The
and is thus described by a noted writer:
To w
"Arriving upon the summit there is spread out to m eet the eye one
of the most beautiful sights presented to mortal man . Seaward as far as
the eye can reach, the broad Atlantic stretches away until sea and sky
m eet at the horizon's line, dotted here and there by sail and steam
ships, imparting animation to the sublime in nature. Turning
slightly to the left , far b elow one sees the village of Bar Harbor,
with its m ammoth hotels resembling from here pigmy palaces,
about which the streams of life pulsate so dimly as t o be hardly
discernible. F urther turn, and one sees the whole panorama of
Frenchman's Bay, with its numerous hamlets and villages n estling at the water's edge. Over all and above all rises the clear
blue sky, flecked with flee cy clouds, whi ch , wafted b y the breeze,
Great
Head
p ass overhead, hurriedly moving seaward or inland , producing
shadows below which race across sea and village , now climbing
som e rugged mountain peak, again nestling hidden in som e
shadowy glen to disappear at last, while the visitor stands enraptured with the scene. All this fo rms one of the most enchanting
views, and one which can only b e seen from here.
" To the right, sparkling in the sunshine, stretch the beautiful
Spot/ting
Horn
wat ers of Frenchman 's Bay; and beyond it on the m ainland, a
seemingly endless chain of mountain peaks rise one above the
other till they are lost in the blue haze. Katahdin, lifting its
grand h ead toward the clouds, marks the limit of the view . To
the westward over the spur of Sargent's Mountain you can see
the head of Somes Sound, with its pretty little village nestling
among the trees; and away in the distance is a blue strip of
Th e
Cottage
water, a portion of P enobscot Bay. "
Shore
The Atlantic Drive is one of the grandest shore roads on the
island. Here the visitor has a r emarkable shore view. The road
leads southward from the village and the first point of interest
reached is Schooner H ead, so called from a white formation
on the rocks, resembling from the sea a schooner with
sails. Schooner H ead Cliffs is a spur of Newport Mountain, about
one hundred feet above water. On its top to the left is a deep cleft with
a passage worn through to the base of the rock, through which in a
severe storm t he surf passes upward with a roaring force that drives it above
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Bar H arbor Pleasures

By day the scene is one continuous round of lJleasure

the tops of the trees, and gives the nam e of "Spouting Horn. " In a southerly direction across from this
is a little cove in which is situated the wonderful grotto, worn wide and deep under the ro ck, called
"Anemone Cave," from the sea-growths found here after receding tides,-the time to safely visit it.
A little way from this is Thunder Cave, a deep chasm through which the waves roll at times with a force
that shakes the overhanging cliffs. Westward a little from this rises Great H ead, the most prominent
of all objects from the sea.
On one side of the road tower the peaks of Otter and Newport Mountain, their sides overgrown
with noble forests of pine and spruce ; while on the other is a grand battlement of cliffs. The rocky
scenery along the coast is magnificent. In some places the road runs down close to the water's edge ;
in others it winds along the edge of a precipice at the base of which, hundreds of feet below, the ocean
is beating and throbbing continually. Nothing but sea meets the eye to the eastward. Many places of
interest may be visited on this drive and delightfully varied by returning by diverse routes.
The Twenty-two Mile Drive is one of the pleasantest and most varied on the island. Seven miles
from Bar Harbor, Somes Sound is reached, and then the road swings to the left, following the eastern
shore of the sound, which is one of the most beautiful sheets of water on the coast, and would make
a harbor of refuge for the combined navies of the world. A mile from the h ead of the sound is a beautiful pass between Sargent's and Brown's Mountains, the road being shaded by an avenue of beech, birch
and maple. On the opposite shore are Beech Hill and Robinson's Mountain, with Echo Lake in their
vicinity. A little farther along, the road passes between the ponds known as the upp er and lower Hadlock 's Ponds, and a mile farther Northeast Harbor village comes in view. The road follows the east
side of the harbor, passing several private residences, among them that of ex-President Eliot, of Harvard.
Crossing the sea wall it runs through Seal H arbor village, and five miles farther on is Otter Creek. A
few years ago a n ew road was built by private enterprise that adds many charms to the drive from Seal
H arbor to Bar Harbor. It is called the" Sea View Drive, " and intersects the main road about halfway between Seal Harbor and Otter Creek. From Otter Creek you may come home by Ocean Drive or
through the gorge .
Other drives of equal beauty extend to all parts of this emerald isle, and we have attempted a brief
outline of only those most frequently taken.
Situated on the west shore of Frenchman's Bay, Bar H arbor is indeed a summer city where do congregate the well-known metropolitan families, who spend long seasons here.
By day the scene is one continued round of any and every pleasure which comes to the varying
fanc y of the summer tourist. The combination of blue waters of the bay, the long stretches of sandy
beach and storm-beaten cliff; the hard, smooth roads over which bowl the costly equipages of patrician
families; the walks and drives through fine old forests and sunlit clearings ; beyond, the boating and
fishing pleasures of the inland lakes and streams; and grandest of all, a morning climb to the mountain
summits for an unexcelled view of the sea and shore, forests and cultivated lands, lakes and mountains;
and overhead the great blue dome, which stretches from the distant blue mountain peaks to the deeper
blue of the surrounding sea.
Again, Bar Harbor in the evening puts on yet a different guise.
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New York
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De troit

Bar Habor Cottages

The larger hotels are thronged with gu ests; distinguished
men from every quarter, stat esmen, soldiers, diplomats, the
members of more t han on e foreign legation , young men of fortunes and young men of brains, mingle with the ever-changing
throng upon the lighted hotel and cottage verandas, and in the
hall s of the several club houses and casinos. And with them
and about them are the belles of a hundred American cities,
their faces browned by salt sea-air and aglow wit h color, the
cer tain and sure result of Bar Harbor life. Nightly hops are
the rule, each hotel alternating in forming the scen e of festivities. Fashionable life is h ere at its gayest and brightest,
concentrating all the attractions lent b y wealth and beauty.
Social gaiety fin ds its ultima thule in the teas, afternoons , club
receptions and the private hops, all of whi ch are graced by
the bright uniforms of the n aval officers an d yachtsmen,
some of whose craft are con stantl y tu gging at anchor in the
bay.
T he h arbor scene is thus described b y Mrs. Burton H arri son , the author of " Bar H arbor Days":
" To see the harbor at its best and gayest, one should
choose a splendid day in midsummer, when a yacht squ adron
h as put into port for a week of pleasuring. Backed b y the
gray of granite, the green of fir trees, the blue of sky and sea,
the stranger crafts in holiday attire, their flags afloat, are courtesying and tugging at their anchors in the tremendous undertow. The great steamers are resting beside their piers, after
the passage of the night . The ferry -boat is ploughing h er way
past bridge and cliff to yonder sh adowy speck upon the mainland (Mount D esert Ferry), wh ere the express trains wait for
h er. Schooners and sloops, shinin g with new paint and gilded
figure- heads, steam laun ches and tugs carry innumerable parties, on pleasure b ent. Here and t h ere some long, black hull,
red smoke-stack and weblike rigging of a st at ely steam-yacht
is haunted by a score of rowboats an d canoes, whose occupan ts survey h er curiously. From far and n ear along the
Atl antic coast come white-winged visitors. E verything that
can run a sail out to the breeze seems drawn as by a magnet
to these wat ers." Such is Bar H arbor, whose pleasures cannot
be described, but must be felt to be appr eciated.

offered by prominent society people. Many of the latter have their summer homes along the shore,
including those within the inner circles of the Army and Navy.
Hancock Point, adjacent to Mount Desert Ferry, the terminus of the all-rail line to
HANCOCK POI NT Mount Desert, has a large cottage colony and is a charming place of sojourn for
those who would escape the social gaieties of Bar Harbor and yet be within easy
reach of that wonderful isle.
Winter Harbor, or Grindstone Neck as it was more familiarly called, is situated at
WINTER HARBOR the head of a magnificent harbor, surrounded by wooded hills sloping gently to
the shore and bounded by grand rocky scenery. The entrance to the harbor is
through an archipelago of beautiful islands crowned with verdure and rich in all the beauties of nature .
Looking seaward the eye n ever wearies of watching the white sails as they pass across the sunlit stretches
of sea between Schoodic Point and islands off Southwest H arbor. The slopes of the hills afford beautiful
building sites, and the wooded points which jut out into the harbor seem intended b y Nature for the
dwellings of the pleasure seeker.
No finer or safer sheet of water for boating purposes can be found anywhere.
The wind is
always steady - no squalls or flaws. The woods and streams furnish excellent sport for the hunter
and fisher. There is one large hotel, the Grindstone Inn, built in Romanesque style of architecture,
several smaller hotels and boarding-houses. and many elegant summer residences.
Sullivan Harbor also affords a bright little resort. The view directly north from
SU LLI VAN
Sullivan embraces the entire thirteen mountain peaks, outlined distinctly against
the southern sky.
Fashion has not crept in h ere as strongly as at some of the n ear-by resorts, and it appeals particularly
to the weary brain-worker and tired artisan, to the lover of quiet country
places and where children can revel in the freedom of outdoor life, pure air.
pure water, bathing and boating. There is a most ' picturesque hotel and
many fine cottages.
Not only are the Maine Central Railroad steamboats
utilized for reaching the desired goal upon Mount
Desert Island and adjacent shores of Frenchman's
Bay; it is a popular fancy with the rusticators at
tllat famous resort to sail about the bay and enjoy the glorious scenery
which sea and island afford.
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Very few , if any, waters on this continent yield such an amount of
pleasure and such a diversity of mari~e views as Frenchman's Bay. Bear
in mind also its historical value, which its name perpetuates. The Frenchmen who gave the name to this locality were the party led by the" Sieur de
Monts," with Samuel Champlain for a pilot, who, after founding Port Royal
in the Land of Evangeline in the year 1604, sailed westward on a voyage of
The little folks enjoy life at Sorrento
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discovery. They were the first white men to see t he famous island of Mount Desert. To-day
the rusticator on the commodious deck of one of the Maine Central steamers makes the
journey" around the hills," as it is so aptly called , skirting the rocky shores of Mount D esert,
past Schooner Head, Anemone Cove, Somes' Sound, and other points of the island which
ar e household words with American tourists, and after the brief stops at those landings around the hills, Seal, Northeast and Southwest Harbors, sails back again to Bar
Harbor, thrilled with the beauty of the scenes he h as witnessed, and with an overwhelming appetite for dinner.
Sometimes the sea around the hill s is boisterous, but as a rule not; yet it is a venture
into the ocean itself, as between Mount D esert and Europe there is nothing but its broad
expanse. More popular year b y year this steamer trip is growing , and when the luxury
of th e steamers themselves is taken into consideration, it is not to be wondered at, for
they are the acme of neatness, speed, comfort and safety .

1/

Pro min ent s ociety p eo ple haue their s um me r
hom es at Sorrento; Inclu ding many wi th in

the inner circles o[the Army and Na vy. "
Mrs . Daniel Lamont
Admiral Bun ce, Captain of th e "Dolphin"
Han. Fran k Jon es
Chief J ustice Fuller
Mrs . Joseph Stickney
Ex-Sec. Herbert , Miss Herbert
G en . Schofield , Mrs . Schofi eld
Mrs. J ones
Ex·Sec. Lamont
Mrs . Fuller Mr. Joseph ,Stickney

Cottage o[ ex-Secretary Dan iel Lamo nt,
Sorrento
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Eastward from l\1ount Desert Along Shore
"The rocky ledge runs fal- into the sea,
And on t h e outer point, some miles away ,
The lighthouse lifts its massive masonry,
A pillar of fire by night, of cloud by day.

" Even at this distance I can see the tides,
Upheaving, break unheard along the base;
A speechless wrath that rises and subsides,
In t h e white lip and tremor of the face."

a word h ere to explain the passing of the old regime, then, as this pamphlet deals with the
alongshore route, we will continue the coast survey , leaving the reader who now travels by rail
to picture the scenes described, of which occasional car-window pictures are allowed as the
trains skirt the head of the bays. On the completion of the Washington County Railway , in
the year 1900, the long-anticipated plan of a Maine shore-line railway was ;~cc()ll1p li shed.
Diverging from the Mount Desert Branch of the Maine Central Railroad, at a point (Washington Jun ction) just above the city of Ellsworth, its rails skirt the shores of eastern Maine for more than one
hundred miles , passing through the towns of Franklin, Unionville, Cherryfield, H arrington, Columbia,
Columbia Falls, Machias, East Machias and Milltown to Calais, with a branch line to Eastport; border
cities on the St. Croix River and Passamaquoddy Bay. En route they pass Machiasport, whi ch was the
t erminus of the old Portland, Mount Desert & Machias Steamboat Line,
the pioneer route to Bar H arbor and Mount D esert I sland.
This old and most popular route was abandoned i.n the year 19°5,
owing to the competition of the railroads with their quick and
excellent service. To-day the trim and finely appointed steamboats of the Maine Central Railroad fleet perform the service erstwhile performed by the steamer "Frank J ones,"
expediting the service greatly by a combination of railand-water routes. From R 0 c kl and eastward we have
followed their courses through P enobscot Bay, from their
connection with Maine Central trains at the lime-burning
city . From Mount D esert Ferry now other memb ers of the
fleet - beautiful boats, as becomes the auxiliaries of the allrail line to Mount D esert - make a quick run of eight miles
to Bar Harbor, some of their trips direct to that haven of the
tourist , others touching en route the near-by landings at Sullivan,
Han cock Point and Sorrento, all within the charmed circle
which holds Bar H arbor.
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Bath Hou se of the Pulitzer Cottage, Bar Harbor
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From Bar Harbor these boats continue on " around the hills"
of Mount Desert to Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest
Harbor and Manset - - a course of twenty miles, absorbing in interest and exhilarating to a degree. Not once but several times
daily are these resorts connected by this most excellent service,
so that in place of the semi-occasional service of the steamer
"Frank Jones" of the old li.ne, the rusticator has now every op" Th e waterway is beset with waterfowl "
portunity for travel.
The Washington County Railway takes care of all travel offering to the shore towns east of Mount
D esert Island , including Machiasport, which was the terminus of the old steamboat service. No one
regrets the old regime; in fact, the traveler himself demonstrated the superiority of the new service before
it replaced the old.
Amid such scenes of succeeding interest as the receding island of Mount D esert,
MILLBRIDGE
the Gouldsboro Hills, Schoodic Mountains and open ocean unfold, steamers
formerly leaving Bar Harbor rounded Schoodic Point and brought into view Petit
Manan Light, one of the finest examples of coast-lighting beacons, which from its tall white tower throws
its white flash-light , and with its smaller prototype on Pond Island, marks the narrow passage of N arraguagus Bay to the harbor of Millbridge, the first landing after leaving Bar Harbor. The scener y round
about is particularly pleasing, and affords many a spot of unusual beauty and variety.
Jordan's Delight, a small rugged island, passed on the port side just before entering the bay, contains
among its sea-battered walls a natural arch and monument which far exceeds in size and beauty any of
the more famous on Mount Desert.
Stages were in waiting at Millbridge L anding to convey passengers to the village of Millbridge, and on
to Cherryfield, prettily seated among the hills on the banks of the N arraguagus River; but. now since the
Washington County Railway, the visitor reaches this locality by rail to Cherryfield, thence stage or team.
In the spring of the year the N arraguagus River is filled with drives of logs, floated down from the
northern Maine woods to be converted into the varied forms of lumber, the principal industry of this
region.
The quiet N arraguagus Bay is dotted with small, well-wooded islands, which are
NARRAG UAGUS fast assertin g their claims to popularity. Down the southern side of Pond I sland,
BA Y
beyond battalions of red lilies and oxeyed daisies and thickets of spruce and fir,
the shore is wild and precipitous, broken here and there by great seams and fissures
swept by resounding surf .
Perhaps that of most interest is Thunder Gulch, a deep, black cave into which the surf rolls furiously,
to be thrown out again through a small hole in the t.op, forming a white stream of spray which falls into
the water or is blown inland by the ocean breeze.
Ripley's Neck, a distance of but three miles, is regularly connect.ed by steamer with the port of Millbridge. It is fast coming into favor, and already the old-time habitue of Bar Harbor and the now fashionable r esorts is moving eastward and taking up his abode in this quiet panorama of surpassing beauty .
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On the mainland are many of the finest drives in this eastern state, the one in most favor being to Baldwin's Head, after a storm, to watch the breakers dash high on the cliffs and rugged shore - then on to
P etit Manan Point, a long neck of land stretching some ten miles out into the ocean.
A game preserve, not unlike those of the foreign nobility, has been established in
PETIT MANAN
Maine on Petit Manan Point b y an association of wealthy sporting men of the east.
This peninsula, containing 2,500 acres of wooded land with clearings near the shores,
has been purchased by the organization, and game of all kinds indigenous to the state is within easy reach
of the club house at Dyer's Bay . The association is known as the Maine Coast Club, and the preserve
includes the entire peninsula of Petit Manan in Washington County; reached by team or steamer from
Millbridge. Th e surrounding country is dotted with cottages of many people prominent in the social life
of the cities of Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington and Chicago, many of whom are members
of the club. A small club house has been erected at Dyer'S Bay, but plans are being prepared for a
more imposing structure with accommodation for a hundred or more people.
D yer's Bay is a landlocked harbor nine miles long, affording one of the finest bodies of water for canoeing and sailing, with good anchorage for yachts ,- a natural bathing-pool covering an area of eight acres,
with a hard sand bottom, the water having a depth of nine feet in the center of this basin. A sluice gate
and dam allow the water to be completely changed each tide, which has a rise and fall of nearly thirty
feet on this part of the coast, and the salt water in this basin is quickly warmed by the sun.
One of the most interesting excursions in this delightful region is over a beautiful road to Schoodic
Lake, which abounds in trout, bass and landlocked salmon, on through the famous blueberry plains to
the forest-girded village of Beddington, where are situated the interesting sili ca mines, from whi ch 'are
taken each year many thousand tons of valuable silica, which is gathered from the bed of the lake by
powerful steam dredges, kiln-dried and shipped to the large cities of the West.
From early September to late October the waterway from Bar Harbor to J onesport
JO NESPORT
and beyond is literally beset with water-fowl of every description known to the
gunner. Ducks there are, in scurrying clouds, geese in arrowy. squadrons. reaching
away into dim perspectives. And what wonderful deer stories one will hear, any cool morning in October
or November, up there in those neighboring hamlets of Cherryfield, Harrington or Columbia! while on the
breakfast table lies the savory proof in venison steak! Is not this, indeed, the veritable" Sportsman's
Paradise" of which one hears anon?
.
N ext passing Nash's Island Light, t he steamer enters the Moose-a-bec,in the passage of which occurs the
landing at Jonesport. Moose-a-bec is but another long stretch of glistening water ·in this island-strewn
bay, formed by the mainland on the one side and the many islands on the other, making a well-protected
harbor for fishing and boating; and the breezes from the sea, flavored with the spiced perfume and resinous juices of the needles of the pine woods, make a delicious atmosphere with which the newcomer hungrily
fills his lungs and secures for himself a new lease of life.
.
Jonesport is now reached by stage from Columbia Falls, a beautiful ride of over twelve miles .
The drives around this quiet town are limited by time alone, for the long stretch of Sandy Beach with
its pure white sand, and Pond Beach made of wave-washed pebbles, smooth and round, make an ocean
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driveway untouched by dust-where there are none to turn out for;
with the middle of the road; the highway of nations on the right, and
the stretch of green fields and woods on the left. East of Jonesport
lies a perfect n etwork of islands which fringe the shore, including Little
and Great Spruce I slands, which appear attach ed to and projecting
from Roque I sland. On the summit of Great Spruce I slands
are singular ledges and boulders piled like Titans upon a
"Good shooting all along the shore "
trappe forn1ation.
On the opposite or Roque Island side is I ndian Landing. It is noted for having been a favorite resort
for the redman. In the adj acent shell heaps, relics of flint arrows, spear-heads and stone axes are to be
found. Each season variou s evidences of aboriginal skill are exhumed.
Roque I sland, as expressed b y an enthusiastic tourist, is "a whole country of itself." There are
frowning, wave-washed ledges, beetling cliffs and deep caverns, gentle slopes and h alf-hidden coves. On
its southern side a broad sand-beach of snowy whiteness , one and a h alf miles long , curves in a symmetrical
semicircle· around three sides of a lovely bay, whose blue waters chase in successive undulations up the
sloping beach, only to return again in fleecy folds and sparkling ripples. Summits and sylvan vales are
shaded by fragrant birch, spruce and fir trees. Springs of clear, cool water, delightful views, walks,
groves and wild-wood scenery form a portion of the attractions which would take days to explore.
On either side and upon elevated points are scattered the picturesque cottages of Roque Island's
summer population. Thompson's Mountain, with well-wooded sides and summit, affords a pleasing
background towards the north, while farther east Johnston's Mountain and the dark-green foliage along
Cow Point p resent a contr ast to the surf and br aker, dashing upon the white sand-beach or against the
rocky walls and into the deep chasms which flank Mack 's Cove,-- "the Picnic Gem. "
Across Little Kennebec Bay (which very much r esembles Somes Sound on Mount
MACHIAS BAY
D esert) the Point of Main projects its sali ent angles to the Atlantic, and farther to
. the east rises the gray shaft of Libby Island Lighthouse, sixty-two feet above the
sea-level. Past Foster's Island, Machias Bay opens out, with Cross I sland on the eastern side and Stone's
and Starbird's Islands on the west. Howard Bay, at the base of Howard Mountain, which has an altitude
of 275 feet above the water line, appears farther on to the left or west, with its singular sea wall, its perpendicular rocks, Neptune's Cave, Devil's Kitch en , Hole-in-the-Wall and J asper I-l ead, representative
ll ames for the features and formation of thi s locality.
Buck's Harbor, partially concealed by Y ell ow H ead and . Bar I sland, reveals occasional glimpses of its
placid waters , green shores and pebbly beaches, and to the northeast is Chauncy's I sland, Sprague's Neck,
Hog I sland and Long Point, limiting the portion known as Holmes Bay. The latter is interspersed with
islets and rocks.
One is named Township Rock , in which a copper bolt was embedded in 1770 , to mark the southeast
corner of the original township of Machias. The Bay of Machias is replete with historic incidents and evidences of visits of the early voyagers. Cross Island in the sixteenth century obtained its name from a
large white cross upon its southern side, where the rocks present a vertical facade of one hundred feet, and
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for more than a century afforded a p eculiar guide to the Basque fish ermen , Portuguese and French navigators, including the Cortereals (Gasper and Manuel), Verrazzino, Champlain, De Monts, La Tour and
others, during their explorations of the coast of Maine.
Past Avery's Rock, with its lighthouse and signal tower, Round and Salt Islands are seen on the west
of the channel, and on the mainland or western shore, Indian Cove and Larabee's Cove are scarcely discernible. Birch and Clark's Points are then approach ed . On the latter, also on Hog Island ·across the
bay, are found the celebrated pictographs or Indian hi eroglyphics , pronouncedJb y Superintendent Mallory
of the Smithsonian Institute, Bureau of Ethnology, as "the best defined class of pictographs in New England, not excepting those of Di ghton rocks. "
Machiasport is pleasantly situated at the junction of the Machias River with the sea,
MACHIASPORT
at the head of a noble bay. The v ill age lies at the foot of a hill, up which the homes
of the inhabitants are deployed like skirmishers and gathered upon the brow. It
is a center of great activity in the lumb er trade, whole forests having passed through its all -devouring
saw-mills.
There are three distinct towns,- Machias, East Machias and Machiasport , - and all)orming the three
points of a triangle, within which has been centered much of early Maine history .
Particularly proud are Machias folk of their military history. The ) ld town came into the thrilling
story of the coast of Maine at an early date. It bred leaders equal to any emergency, and 'a spirit ready
for any sacrifice.
Both Machias and East Machias are stations upon the main line of the Washington County
Railway between Washington Junction (with the Maine Central Railroad) and Calais. ·
Machiasport is easily reached from East Machias by stage.
Twice the firmness and daring of the men of Machias preserved this outpost of the
American colonies .during the Revolutionary period. H ere in Machias Bay was fought
the first naval engagement of the war for independence, a fight whicp has been named
by historians" The Lexington of the Sea. "
O'Brien's Brook was the rendezv ous where the gallant band of
THE LEXINGTON twenty-one choice spirits held their council of war on Sunday, the
OF THE SEA
rrth of June, 1775, and unanimously voted to attack the" Margaretta." They wer e fired by the news of the battle of Lexington, which news reached Machias soon after the occurrence, April 19th, 1775.
The day following the rendezvous the battle was on ; the armed schooner of Great
Britain was carried by boarding from a Yankee trading-sloop, manned by a volunteer
crew of forty, equipped with a few charges of powder and ball for twenty fowlingpieces, reinforced by thirteen pitchforks and twelve axes. There was a determined
attack and equally determined resistance. Bloodshed and death followed on both
sides, until finally the vessel of war was brought a prize into Machias.
Colonial mansion houses and taverns that have echoed the guns of
America's struggle for independence are rare, but in the old Burnham Tavern
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The lakes in Washington.County are full j
of trout and salmon

built at Machias in 1770, is a fine example of that period . Its entire outline, the chimney, the front door,
the very sash and glass of the windows and clapboards on the walls, are the same that were placed
there by the builders. They sheltered the wounded from the "Lexington of the Sea," for this old
tavern was used in June, 177 5, as a hospital after that engagement.
The fishing privileges in the vicinity of Machias are equal to the best in Maine. The trout product of
Cathance Lake knows no superior. Old Stream, Bog Lake, Marks Lake, Hadley's Lake, are all resorts of
fishermen .,
The deer park of the Machias River, near the several lakes and on the branches of the river, is acknowledged the best in the entire northern country. The turnpikes are in good shape and fine roads
abound. Roque Bluffs, Buck 's Harbor, Point of Main, Starboard's Creek, Cutler, are all shore resorts in
the vicinity of Machias.
.
The old forts on the river, erected in 1777, where an important battle of the Revolution was fought,
several r egiments of troops from P enobscot, Hancock and Lincoln County towns participating, under
command of Gen. Jonathan Eddy, assisted by Col. John Allan, Col. Benj. Foster, Capt. John and Col.
Jeremiah O'Brien , are objects of interest.
The birthplace of Geo. S. Hillard; the house in which Talleyrand tarried in 17 94; the old Burnham
Tavern , with the event of Albert Gallatin and James Gordon Bennett's sojourn h ere; the house built
by the first settled lawyer in Machias , or in Washington County (Phineas Bruce), in 1780; the house
built by the first settled physician - Dr. Chalmer - in 1776, are among things that the snap-shooters
are after early and late.
Apart from its historical interest and its great beauty, there is much to attract about Machias. It
is a prosperous and intellectual town. Its churches , stores, banking-rooms, schools, halls and opera houses
are well up in the scale of size, cost, beauty of architecture, and compare favorably with the buildings
of any other New England town of its size. The Porter Memorial Library is a gem. It was given to
Machias b y H enry Howes Porter of Chicago, a native of the town, in memory of his father. The building
'cost $16,000, is composed of granite and iron, and substantially joined together. In the reading-room
the jams or walls of the fireplace are built of stones which served as ballast for the armed British schooner
"Margaretta" on the eventful day of her capture in the first armed resistance to England on the sea.
Machias is the county seat of Washington County. It is one of those old towns which have an interest
all their own, and amply repays a visit.
Cutl er Harbor is a secluded yet well-patronized r esort, lying at the head of a charmCUTLER
ing little bay, about whose shores are grouped many cottages and one hotel. Apart
from the white-winged yachts which visit Cutler H arbor , the practical every-day
route is by rail to East Machias , thence stage. Every breeze, whether from the open sea or along the
shore, is laden with the salt of the deep, and repels the withering breath of summer,
.. Wher e the broad ocean leans against the land,
Where the loud surges lash t h e sounding shore. "

The points of interest in this charming retreat are many and varied. Prominent among these are the
Natural Bridge, Cross Island, the Norse Wall and Lake, the footprints on the rocks, the lighthouse and
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life-saving station, and innumerable caves, lakes, streams, and
wat erfalls to delight the eye and give breadth to the imagination.
From Machias to Calais and E astport is a
GRAND LAKE AND journey of fort y-five miles. At St. Croix
Junction, four mi l es out of Calais, the
GRAND LAKE
Princeton Branch of the Washington
STREAM, THE
County Railway r each es Princeton in a run
BORDER CITY
of eighteen miles. Princeton is the point
of departure for Grand Lake and Grand La ke Stream, where
may be h ad the best landlocked salmon fishing in all Maine,
Th ese inland water s are reached
which is saying a great dea1. Ther e is good fl y-fishing t hrough
by canoe through a chain of lakes
J une and September, and fair fishing t hrough July and Augu st.
Both lake and stream are within easy distance from Princeton, in addition to· which there are a round
dozen of brooks within one-half to four miles of the village, where excellent brook-trout fishing-with
sure r esults - may he had.
H alf-way u p the Princeton Branch is Woodland - five years ago a wilderness, to-day one of t he busiest
points in Maine. The immense mills of the St. Croix P aper Company, at Woodland , produce from one
hundred to on e hundred and twenty-five tons of pap er every day; fifty tons of newspaper daily to the
Boston Globe-that's one item!
Milltown is a su burb of Calais , the border city . As its name implies, it is a bustling manufacturing
burgh, closely allied to its n eighbor. Calais contains several hotels and is visited by many tourists . The
people are noted to-day, as they have been ever in the past , for a free- hearted hospitality ; an d their city
offers opportunity for numerous side trips of interest by train, boat or highway. Many st art from Calais
for t he Grand Lake r egion.
A bridge across the b ound ary ri ver, St. Croix, conn ect s Calais with St. Stephen, New Brunswick.
From Ayer's Junction, leaving the main line of the Washington Count y R ailway
EASTPORT AND
seventeen miles before reaching
PASSAMAQUODDY Calais, a branch line of the same
ea.stport, fie" f11(1Sr
BAY
railway reac h es down through
P embroke, P erry and the Indian
village on Pleasant P oint , t o Eastport on Moose I sland
in P assamaquodd y Bay. While Calais is a border city,
on our own side of a boundary river (and n ever was
there boundary river more celebrated in history t han
the St. Croix), it is not until Eastport is reached t h at
one find s the farthest east of t he American continent.
As far as the eye can r each, away into Acadia, the
land of Evangeline, stretch the v,zaters of P assamaquoddy Bay. Its s urf a ce is thickly dotted with
II
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islands which stand out in bold relief, with rockbound shores and in verdure clad.
The most conspicuous of them
all is the island of CampoCAMPOBELLO
bello, which separates the
Passama quoddy from the Bay of Fundy, stretching along for ten full miles, t he eastern side rugged
and wi ld with its giant cliffs, while the western
shores are studded with pretty b eaches, to which
slope long stretches of grassy flelds and fertile farms.
The interior is densely wooded and abounds in lofty
hi lls, and is traversed .by well-shaded and everwinding grassy roads. Until
within a few years Mount Desert
was" the end of t h e world," and
few travelers penetrated into the
realms beyond. But with t h e
growth of t he country and the
advent of lines of communication, new points of interest have
been discovered , and the explorer of later days h as pushed
on to the eastwar d, and has
fo und Campobello ..
Professor Shafer, of H arvard
College, under whose supervision
the island was surveyed, and
who h as passed many summers
there, wri tes: " The climate of the island is the
most important of its features. Its position is such
as to insure it an absolute immunity from the excessive heats of summer, while its insulated position
and the strong currents of water that sweep around
it make its winter climate less rigorous than that
of the neighboring mainland. The extensive forests
of balsamic firs seem to affect t h e atmosphere of t his
region, causing a quiet of the nervous system and
inviting to sleep. The summer season begin s about
a month later than in south ern New England , and
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the period uf frost comes a little earlier. Thus the extreme p eriod of summer heat is so far shortened
that we may almost say that the summer time h ere consists of a lengthened spring time and an earlier
autumn. It has been my good fortune to see in a careful way the eastern coast of North America
from Georgia to Labrador. Ther e are few persons w ho have had such opportunities for knowing t he
relative advantages of the several parts of this coast. E veryone of m y many visits to Passamaquoddy
Bay has served to reaffirm m y conviction that this region presents t he best combination of desirable
features to those wh o seek a place for a summer resort . The island of Campobello is not only the best
pl aced of all the islands in the bay, but the plan of administr ation that h as been adopted will certainly
m ake it the most at tractive r esort on the Atlantic coast. "
Lying farther offshore than Campobello, at t he very entran ce of the Bay of Fundy,
GRAND MANAN
the1island of Grand Manan raises its lowering battlements. At a distance it presents the appearance of a large and regular wall of ro ck. On a nearer view these
walls break into a series of monster h eadlands, surmounted b y forests whi ch ext end half-way down the
cove gorges b etween to meet the naked rock. The great west ern wall of t he island is inaccessible to foot of
man. Behind this wall the land extends to the eastern shore, which is broken into several h arbors, each
with its t iny settlem ent. Grand Marian is t he culmination of grandeur on this unrivaled coast line. H ere
we have reached the outpost of the Maritime Provinces.
Still farther east. by steamer from Calais or Eastport, is the" charming, new-old
ST. ANDREWS
summer r esort, St. Andrews by the sea," situated on a peninsula five miles in length
extending into P assamaqu oddy B ay, which is seventeen m iles long by six in width,
and in point of attraction has but few rivals, with strong points in. common and being often compar ed
with the Bay of Naples.
The outer edge of the bay is encircled by mountainou s island r anges, which serve to guard both the
bay and peninsula from the objectionable fo gs of t h e eastern coast. During the summer months cool
breezes prevail, the thermometer seldom reaching 85
degrees Fahrenheit. The town lies on a gentle slope,
rising to an altitude of ISO feet in a distan ce of 2,000
feet from high-water mark. Beyond the town and
for a distance of two miles, sloping hills, attaining
250 feet in h eight, form an amphitheater overlooking
the town, St. Croix River, coast of Maine, and islandstudded bay .
The entire vicinity is traversed by the finest roads.
Salt and fresh water fishing is had within an hour' s
sail or ride , while the bay and lakes afford unsurpassed
yachting and boating facilities.
The curative properties of the balsam-laden atmosphere, the general air of restfulness, together with
the entire absen ce of mosquitoes and m alaria, h ave
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"Grand Manan is the culmination of grandeur on this unrivaled coast line.
Here we haue reac hed the outposts of the Maritim e Provinces. II

made St. Andrews long and ext en sively known as an elysium for the hay-fever patient, jaded tourist,
pleasure seeker and sportsman.
'
Occupying the high est p oint of land within the town, but so far r emoved from it that what ever stir
of commer ce and trade yet remains to the sleepy burgh is hushed, the hotel site of the n ew Algonquin is
particul arly grand. Five hundred feet away st ands old Fort Tipp erary , famous when St. Andrews was a
strongly garrison ed b order town , and to-day ret aining a p art of its ancient glory in the obsolete guns still
m ounted behind the eart h works, and in the officer s' quarter s an d barracks, fast falling to decay . L at e
years have seen th e earthworks b ristling with arm s and h ave h eard the roll of the drums of British r egulars upon but t wo occasions ,- the first the" T rent affair," and again during the famous" Fenian raid" of
1866. Then ships of war an chored in the b ay, and transports landed company after company , until a full
regiment of R oyal Grenadi ers occupied the walls of the ancient fort ress, and brought relief to the anxious
ci tizens of the town .
The inner r eaches of the b ay afford a r emarkably fine yachting ground of many square miles, with
great unbroken exp an ses of deep wat er an d very picturesque and b eautiful shores. Along the outer
front of this salt-wat er lak e extends a long line of rocky islan ds, defending it from the wilder seas an d
rougher surges outside, and forming a b arrier which effectually ch ecks the lan dward advance of the sea
fogs. For days t ogether, you may sit on the loft y veran das of the Algonquin , and look across leagu es of
blue wat er dan cing in the sunlight to the place w here t he Bay of Fundy fog-b ank broods outside the islands , unable t o cross their high barrier.
All this b eautiful region is filled with interesting historical association s, fro m the far-rem ote days
when the Huguen ot colony sent out b y H enry of Navarre set tled on Neut r al I sland (in I 604) , t o t h e modern garrisoning of t h e fron tier by the flo wer of t h e British army in I 862 , an d t h e la t er days of the F enian
excit em en t, when General Meade held E astp ort with Unit ed States regulars, an d t he redcoats swarmed
in t he str eets of St. Andrews a nd St. Stephen .
Back among the hills, in the lonely inland water s towards Lake U t opia and Chamcook Lake, ther e is
famous fi shing ; and from the high summit of Cha m cook Mountain you may overlook the wide P assam a q uod dy country , an d t he St . Croix Valley , and t he dim blue coast line of Nova Scotia . St. Andrews is
also r eached b y rail via Bangor to Van ceboro , then ce Cana dian P acific Railway.
E astward of P assama quoddy Bay , the int er esting seaco ast of the Maritime Provinces ext ends fo r
hundreds of leagu es, by t he proud city of St. J ohn an.d the land of E vangeline, and gray old H alifa x with
its redcoat garrison , and the b eautiful Bras d 'Or Lakes, to t he Gulf of St. Lawr en ce and t h e shores of
Newfoundland . And t o all thi s r egion of natural b eauty and historical inter est and semi-Europ ean and
colonial customs and m odes of thought an d action, the electric American , " h eir of all the a ges," makes
his way b y t he r oute st arting from the Boston & Maine st ation in the Purit an m etropolis of Massachusetts ,
or from the Maine Central st ation at Portlan d, Me., the gat eway of Nature's playground. What a wonderful coa st it is, from the suburb an delights of Portland and Casco Bay to the broken shores of" hundredharbored Maine ," and so on to the ruddy fi elds of Prince Edward I sland, the m oose-haunted m ountains
of Cap e Bret on, the salm on streams and caribou b arren s of N ewfoundland, and the heroi c Moravian
Mission on the stormy shores of Labrador.

Whatever else may betide, this glorious eastern coast shall remain the summer park of America. For
here, in the wedding of the sea with its fair New England , myriads of travelers have found , in the enthusiastic words of one of their number, "skies that rival Italy 's, stretches of shore that are nobler than and
as historic as England's, islands more picturesque than the Azores, vales sweeter and greener than lie
between the Alps, streams more beautiful and winsome than Great Britain's bards have sung, atmospheres
as weird and dreamful as those that veil Venice, and snow-capped mountains that blend with the very
heaven."
"Voices of strange sea breezes caught.
H alf tangled in t h e pine tree tall,
With ocean's tenderest music fraugh t .
Serenely rise, an d ,sweetly fall."

This stone marks latitude 45 degrees north, h alf-way from the equ ator to the pole. It was' set by the
United States Geodetic Survey in the y ar r886, near the t own of P erry. Me., on the Washington County
R ailway.
This 45th parallel, curiously enough, crosses the Maine Central R ailroad tracks many times between
the eastern shore and the Can adian boundary. In fact. i t was the intention to h aVf~ the international
boundary b etween the United Stat es and the Dominion of Canada follow this 45th parallel; ann it does
so 1n many cases, until is r each ed that great wedge fo rmed b y t.he St. John: River, and which was proposed
for the northeastern boundary b y the American Commissioners , and agreed to b y t h eir English colleagues.
It is that great wedge, which cuts so deep into Canada., that forms that garden spot of Maine, Aroo st ook
County , and is also covered by that primeval forest growth with its m any lakes and stream s. which h as
proved such an immense game preserve.
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Partial List of Summer Excursion Tickets and Rates

TO

R ate from
Boston

R a t e from
P o r tland

. .. TO THB • .•

MAINE COAST RESORTS
ISSUED BY THB . • •

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
A n d from B osto n over same by B OS TO N & M AIN E R .R ,

IN EFFECT MAY I

to

OCTOBER 31.

T ickets good fo r return until November 30, excepting in cases as
noted.
Excursio n t ickets m a rked thus (,) are in effect June I to September 30, good for returning until October 31, unless st eam er service is
discontinued at an earlier date.
* Tickets in effect May 1 t o November 20, good for r eturnin g until
November 30.
r T ic kets in effect May I to November 30, good fo r returning until
D ecem ber IS .
p Tickets in effect May I to September 30, good for returnin g until
November I.
SUBJ ECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOT I CE.

TO

BAR HARB OR AND RETURN, via all-rail line
BAR HARB OR AND RETURN , all rail , tickets
1i!llite ~ to continuo us passage i'n each
dlrectlon . . . . ... .. . ... . . . ..... . .. , .. .
BAR HARBOR AND RETURN, via Bath and
steamer from R ocklan d ........... .
BATH, all rail.
BELFA S T, via all rail ..... .
B OOTHB AY AN D RETURN . via Bath , ca ntin uous passage, . . , , ... . . . .. ... . ... .
BROOKLI N. via rail to R ocklan d, thence
s t eamer, .... . . . . . . , . . , . . ........ .
CALA IS, all ra il , continuo us p a ssage . . .
CAMDEN (see R ockland) ..... . .... .
CASTINE AND RET URN, ra il to R ockland .
thence steam er. continuous passage.
CHERRYFIELD, v ia ra il ..
C HRISTMAS COVE, ra il t o Damariscotta .
thence steam e r. , . , ... , ........ ... .. .
CLARKS COVE, rail to Da mariscotta and
steam er
...
. .......... . .
DARK H ARBOR, purchase to I slesboro . . .
D EER I SLE, ME., AND RET URN , v ia rail to
Rockland, thence steamer .
EAST B OOTHBAY, rail to Damariscott a ,
thence steam er : . . . , , .
EASTPORT, all ra il, continuous passage . .
HERON I SLAN D, rail to Dama riscotta,
thence steam er. . . . . . . . . . . ......... .
I SLESBO RO AND RETURN, v ia rail t o R ockland, th ence steame r , continuo us passage ... . .... . ..... , . , . . ....... . .. ,
L UBEC. all ra il and ferry , continu ous passage . . . .

Rate from
B oston

R ate [rom
P or tla nd

$14.00

$10. 00

11 ·5 0
]1.00

8. 50

IO.25C·P ·

6 .20
5.50 c .p .

9.00 C.p .
5·50

9.5 0
8. 75 c.p .

~17 . 50

.60
6.40
I

~1 2. 35

MAC H1A S. all rail
v ia rail t o Mount
D esert Ferry and steamer , continuous
passage ..... ... . ................... .
NORTHEAST H ARBOR, rail t o R ockland,
thence steam e r .....

r$14·5 0

*$11 . 9 0

NORTHEAST H ARBOR ,

O CEAN PO I NT,

steamer from Bath . . , ...

P E,·tAQU ID, st eam er from B ath ...
POOLS L AN DI NG, rail t o D amariscotta a n d
steamer .......... ........ ..... .. . .
POPH AM BEACH AND RETURN , via B ath ..
PRIN CE T O N, al1 rail, continuous passage . .
a ll rail .... . .
r a il to Mount Desert F e rry
and steam er, continuous passage . . ...
SEDGWICK,
rail to R ockla nd, t h ence
steamer, . , . ....... . ........... .
SORRENTO AND RETURN, continuous passage in each direction . .......... ,
SOU TH BRI STOL , rail to Da mariscotta a n d
steamer . . ... ... . .. .... . ........... .
SOUTH WEST HARBOR, ra il to Mount D esert
F erry a n d steamer, contin uous passa ge
SOUTHWEST HARBOR, rail to R ockland ,
thence steam er . . , . ... . . , , , , . , .... , , .
SQUIRRBL I SLAND, rail to Bath, t h en ce
steam e r .. ..... ............. , . ... , ..
ST. ANDREWS AND RETURN , v ia B angor
and Vanceboro ..................... .
ST. ANDREWS AND RETURN , v ia Bango r
and Vanceboro , limite d to continuous
passa ge ...................... . .... .
ST. STEPHEN AN D RETUHN, v ia Bangor and
Vanceboro .... .. ... , .. , .. . ......... .
ST . STEPHEN,N.B.,AND RETuRN,via Bango r and Vance boro , lim ited to continuo u s passage. . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . ...
SULL IVAN , rail and ferr y , continuous passa ge . .... .. ... . . . . . .. . .. , ......... .
T UNK PO ND, a11 rail, contin uous passage.
W INTER H ARBOR, purchase t o B a r Harbor

R OCK LAN D,

p12·5 0
p I l . 00

10. 25 c.p.
1
J 7. 10

1
I

5 · 75 c .p.
7 ·2 5
6 . 00 C.p .

1

,6.50
'5.50 c.p.
1'1 5.60
8 .00
7 . 25 c .p.

'3.

00
'2 .35

*13,10
~1 4. 00

SEAL H ARDOR,

p 12·5 0
'9.5 0
8.7.1 c.p.

11. 5 0
~J 6.

50 c.p.

'9.5 0
.5 0
8.50
~IJ .00

p 12·5 0

I p I O.25 c.p.
pIl.00

' 2 · 35

16 . 00

"3.

14.5 0

~J2.00

00

*12 . 80
*12.00
11 · 50
1'12 .60

8.5 0
'9 ·50

~1 5 . 50

TT4,50

*12.00

'9 · 50

5·50
*10.20

EXCU RSION TICKETS
Tl4 · 2 O

f1 3 · 30C·P ·
6.5 0 C.P.

~IJ . 00

,6.50 C.p .

'3 . 00

~~: S~
~1 8.75

C.p.

~16 . 5 0

c.p.

14 .5 0
'6.50 c.p.

5 . 50
~1 3 .00

*12 , 00
' 13· 00

~17 . 50

.25

T14 ·5°

*12. 50

Are procurable at the depot t icket offices of the P ennsylvania , the
Baltimore & Ohio, P h iladelphia & R eading, New Y ork, New Haven
& Hartfor d R a ilroads; the Fall R iver, No r wich and Ston ington L in e
Piers; th e New Y o rk City ticket office of N ew England Li n es , 171
Broadway; at t he agencies of Thomas Cook & Son, 245 Broad wa y ;
Ray m ond & Whit com b, 306 Washin gton Street, B oston, 225 Fifth
Avenue, New York, 385 Ma in Street, Worcester , Mass. , 404 Main
Street, S pri ngfield , Mass. , '4 Montgom ery Street, San Francisco,
1005 Chestnut St r eet , Philadelphia, 214 South Spring Street , L os
Angeles, 255 Mo rrison Street, Portland, Ore . ; at th e ticket offices of
Boston & Main e and Maine Central R a ilroads and the principal t icket
offices throughout the country. For further information address
F. E. BOOTHBY, G eneral Passenger Agent, P ortlan d , Maine .
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CJ1·matic Condh1·ons
-o f the Jv1a1·ne Coast

IN

the discussion which followed t h e
r eading of a paper b efore the
F o w-ieenth Annu al Meeting of t h e
American Climatological Association
in W ashington, D. C. , Dr. Bowditch,
of B oston, said : "Another p eculiar
-char a cterist ic of the Maine coast is
the oft en dry character of the fogs.
It m ay at first seem a misnomer to
'speak of a . dry fog,' but anyone who
h as been in t h at region will understand what I mean. The light vap ory mist which drives in frequent ly
from t h e sea has no definite sense of
m oist ure as it strikes t h e face, a nd in
th e midst of it t he air frequ ently feels
·dry. Often I h ave seen clot hes h anging o ut and drying during such fogs .
Thev ar e in marked con trast to t he
.drenching fogs of t h e' So ut h Shore.'
" Again, on t h e coast of Maine t he
.southwest w ind, which in Boston has
a debilitating, blustering, muggy
'q uality, is delicio us in its cool , bracing
and even dry quality, as it co m es
over t h e colder waters of t hat shore .
This is especially not iceable on the
isla nds a long t h e coast, and t h e cli mate generally h as m ore of the typical equability of island climates. The
s nows in winter are not so deep and
do not last so long as o n t h e m ainland. In t he v icinit y of Mount D esert t he presence of t he mountains
t h ere has, doubtless, a n effect upon
the quality of t h e atmosphere, a nd
would part ly account for what is
-spoken of, - t h e effect of sea and
motmtain a ir combined. Its peculiar
·dryne.ss, eve.n on t he coast, has been
·often so marked that I have frequently thought certai n phthisical
patients, w h o need a dry, bracing
atmosphere, might improve th ere."

ALL
AMON .·
THE

LIGHT ..
HOUSES- _

